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Issue I

Hurricane Katrina: The Damage is Done, the Struggle
C o n t i n u e s
By Easter Z. Wood
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Sadly, the vast majority of those
affected by this tragedy were poor and.
disproportionately, African American.
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f you are reading this, you have borne
witness to what many are calling one
of the worst and most costly natural
disasters in the history of our country Hurricane Katrina. The numbers are staggering: thousands feared dead, hundreds of
thousands displaced, one million with no
electricity or running water, and millions
more affected in some way or another.
Most of us cannot even fathom the type of
loss many on the Gulf Coast have suffered
- family members, pets and every material
thing they owned. This is a tragedy that
will undoubtedly take years and cost billions upon billions of dollars to recover
from, and the time and money does not
begin to speak of the emotional and psychological damage that has been done to
survivors - many of whom feel they have
no means to recover.

I

Many were unemployed or underemployed, and had no means of transportation, which is why they were unable to
evacuate when the storm warnings were
first sent out. We have all heard the controversy surrounding this event: many say
that the government did not act swiftly
enough in deploying assistance to the
affected areas before or after the storm.
Many say that this delay was allowed to
happen because of the race and class of the
people affected, and that a holdup like this
would never have happened if the affected
area had been, let's say, Palm Beach where most of the inhabitants are White
and have money - rather than the relatively poor, largely Black, Gulf Coast.
Contrary to what many believe this is
not the first time this has happened: New
Orleans has flooded on several occasions
throughout American history. The former
Native American i n h a b i t a n t s of the
Mississippi river basin were accustomed
to the occasional floods and adapted to
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them: whereas, European settlers who
overtook the area chose to try to control
the river by constructing levees to protect
their farmland. The levees proved insufficient as the river overran its banks and
flooded the area 13 times between 1H5S
and 1922 alone each time with increasing severity. Despite this, because of the
economic draw of the fertile land and centralized location. New Orleans was developed as a city - a city of disaster waiting to
happen.
Disaster did strike - not a few weeks
ago, but 78 years ago. The most destructive flood that ever hit the United States
occurred in 1927. The flood hit 6 states,
including Louisiana and New Orleans, and
in that instance, as in this one, a sizeable
portion of the approximately 700 thousand
people affected were poor African
Americans. More than 10,000 of these displaced Blacks were forced to stay in the
flooded areas and work rebuilding the levees and doing other menial jobs while
boats arrived to take White women and
children to safety — these events were kept
out of the media at the request of the government.
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Continued on page 2

BCC Speaks about Katrina and New O r l e a n s
W Wurricane Katrina touched
m m the hearts, as well as the
I ~K. JL lives, of many in the BCC
college community.

What follows are some impressions
from students and faculty on this
unprecedented disaster and its
aftermath.
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"We need to have in place a comprehensive rescue plan where there is clear
directed leadership of all agencies to
maximize the efforts for immediate emergency needs particularly for the poor elderly."
Henry A. Skinner
Associate Professor Intramural
Coordinator

"The response was way too slow; if
the victims were affluent the response
would have come alot sooner."
Crystal Gill
Marketing major

"The US did whatever they could
because you are never aware of what
nature has in store for us. Moving forward,
the government is doing what they can
now."
Ramone Fernandez
Math major
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"I don't know why the government
can send soldiers to fight in Iraq but can't
help the disaster victims just as quickly"
Ingri Pena

"The local state government fell
short in implementing evacuation and support systems, knowing the dangers."
Timothy Sedore
Associate Professor of English

"There are many who are coming to
the aid of the disaster victims and then
there are others who are not doing
enough."
Vaughn Robbins
Marketing Management major
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The flood is said to be one of the semina
factors that led to the "great migration" of
Blacks from the south to the north and the
West 181st Street & University Avenue, Bronx, New York 10453-3102
end of the sharecropping system. Although
they were promised compensation for their
Colston Hall, room 605
lost property, the vast majority of those disTelephone: 718.289.5445 • Fax: 718.289.6324
placed received nothing and were never able
E-mail: Communicator@bcc. cuny. edu
to return to New Orleans. (See U.S. News
and World Report [September 12, 2005] or It is the policy of the City University of New York not to discriminate on the basis ol
www.wikipedia.com for more information.) race, creed, national, origin, sex, age or handicapping condition in it's educational proAll of this is certainly food for thought.
History is said to repeat itself, and it seems grams, activities, and employment policy, as required by law. Any person at BCC who
that one of our missions as progressive believes he or she has been discriminated against should contact the BCC Affirmative
human beings is to ensure that it doesn't Action Officer in Language Hall, Room 31.
especially when it's a dark and ugly history
EDITORIAL BOARD:
such as this one. In spite of the somewhat
disturbing opinions and theories that are
President/Editor to Chief: Geralde Parvilus
making their way around the airwaves, it
Vice President/Copy Editor: Easter Z. Wood
seems that our most imperative undertaking
News Editor/Secretary: Anesha Bonner
is to look back and use the information we
find to move forward. The reality is that,
Managing Editor/Treasurer: Ezra Christopher
presently, thousands of people are homeless,
I.O.C. Representative: Geralde Parvilus
hungry, in danger of disease and looking
STAFF WRITERS:
towards the future with a grim sense ol
doom, seeing no viable prospects in sight.
Maryam Abdul-Aleem • Lisa Campbell • Ricquel Coleman
Many of the displaced people will never be
Michelangelo DiNaro • Damon Evans • Nicole Natal • James Nugent
able to return to their homes and will have to
find new residences, new ways of supporting
Sagrario Salcedo • Chiwale Justice Shannon
themselves, and build new networks workAssociate Managing Editor: Nadia Merhai
ing with less than what they had before Graphics Editor: Peter Salas
which for many was next to nothing.
America has always prided itself on
Assistant Art Director: Gwendolyn Diaz
*.»- .
being a beacon of altruism across the globe.
Any*BCC student or staff member can submit articles and photographs to
When the tsunami hit, we raised over 10 billion dollars to support those victims — shoulc
The Communicator. Please send them to us at Colston Hall 605,
we not do the same for people here on om
or drop-off your submissions at Colston Hall 601.
own soil? Everyone - students, faculty anc
All submissions are subject to review, and pulbication is not guaranteed.
staff- is urged to give generously to the hur
ricane relief funds being collected here at
BCC.
Containers have been set up at strategic
locations around campus to accept monetary
donations, which are most needed at this
point. Donation containers are available i
the Library (Meister Hall), the Cafeteria an
Bookstore Check Outs (Sudent Center) an
he Editorial Board of The Communicator solicits article conthe Bursar's Office (Colston Hall). If you
feel like you don't have enough to give,
tributions from all segments of the BCC community.
think how you'd feel if the little bit you do
have was suddenly gone. If you ate in the
cafeteria today, you have more than many To produce the newspaper on time, it is mandatory that we adhere
tomorrow, forgo that slice of pizza or chicken wrap and exercise your civic duty. It's the :o a strict insertion schedule. For your article to be considered,
human thing to do.
lease submit it by email to the following address,

Insertion Schedule

T

Quote of the Month

'ommunicator@bcc.cuny.edu, no later than the dates listed below.
• October issue insertion deadline:
Wednesday, September 28, 2005
• November issue insertion deadline:
Tuesday, November 1, 2005
• December issue insertion deadline:
Tuesday, November 29, 2005

"What sculpture is to a block
of marble, education is to the
human soul."
Joseph Addison

Please remember that submission does not automatically
ensure publication.
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Editorials
S h a d e s
ince the tragedy of 9/11
the word "terrorism"
has been used casually,
strategically and purposefully.
I find it sad that in an age
when much thought it put into
the art of carefully choosing
words to grab the attention of
a target audience that the disseminators of information are
comfortable using the word
"terrorism" to evoke emotions
of fear and all the reactionary
consequences that come with
it. While others use it oh so
frequently that, to a certain
extent, the vast majority of
Americans are split or vacillate between its uses, from the
overly critical, when the term
is used to describe a scenario
for which there is no conclu-

S
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sive rhyme or reason, to a state
of complete desensitization.
September llth was a
major event in our nation's
history and its effects reverberated throughout the world.
Terrorist attacks and their
aftermath have spawned
reflection of different perspectives as to the short and longterm psychological effects we
have still yet to see from acts
that dare us to ask "how and
why could contempt reach a
point of inflicting such violence?" It is, therefore, not
surprising that the terrorist
attacks of September llth
have unleashed an epidemic of
stress-related problems and
anxiety. What is most frightening, however, is the tenden-

The Communicator Vims
First-Place Award in
National Newspaper Competition
p tj }e Communicator,
I the
Student
JL. Newspaper of Bronx
Community College of the
City University of New
York, has won a first-place
award in the annual publication competition held by
the American Scholastic
Press Association.
The newspaper was
entered in the division of
Junior/Community
Colleges with enrollment
more than 2,501. Entries
were evaluated for the following criteria: content
coverage; page design; general plan; art, advertising,
illustrations; editing; and
creativity.
The
Communicator achieved a
score of 940 out of 1,000.
Additionally, Nicole
Natal won a first-place
award for her investigative
report, "Afghani Women."
Located in College
Point, New York, the association critiques yearbooks,

T e r r o r i s
cy of the media and policy
makers, alike, to deliberately
use trigger words such as "terrorist" and "terrorism" in such
a manner as to cause hate,
loathing and disdain as a compensatory reaction to the message being delivered. How
dangerous has this practice
become? Subliminally, we are
setting ourselves up to judge
others without the time and
patience needed to acquire all
the
facts,
The "B-side" of this issue
is how commonplace the word
terrorism has become in our
daily vernacular. Prior to the
events of 9/11 the word terrorism was not term incorporated
into our vocabulary, however,
since then "terrorism" has

By Geralde Parvilus
evolved from being just a
noun to a subjective term
yielding endless negativecorrelations. Is this a legacy by
which we want to be defined?
In Trauma of Terrorism,
an international handbook
available from the Library of
Congress, one of its contributors states, "although we are
just beginning to study the
impact of terrorism ... a broad
view of terrorism's consequences must be recognized."
In the end, where does
accountability ultimately rest?

FACULTY * STAFF * STUDENTS
PLEASE CONTRIBUTE TO
THE BCC HURRICANE RELIEF EFFORT

magazines and newspapers
annual to help the colleges
and high schools across the
country maintenance excellent in content as well as
format.
The
Communicator NOW
calls upon students at
Bronx Community College
THROUGH
to continue to support the
newspaper, not only by
reading it, but as contribu- SEPTEMBER 23
tors, as well. We welcome
letters to the editor, news
stories, as well as literary
works, such as poems and
short stories. If you are a
Thousands are displaced!
good photographer, why
Thousands are injured and sick!
not try your hand at a photo
essay?
Thousands have died!
As we look to a producPlease contribute cash or check payable to "Bronx Community College."
tive 2005-2006 school year,
(Please write HURRICANE RELIEF on the memo line.)
we would like to get more
students involved. We also
Give donations to: Prof. Vicki Flaris (ME-711, x5553)
look to have a positive outMr. Claude Grant (LH-16, x5179)
Mr. Gus Quinones (LO-415, x5886)
come in the upcoming
Dean David Taylor (SH-204A, x5598)'
American Scholastic Press
Ms. Alyce Zimerman (SH-207, x5f 02)
Association Awards. We
hope that some of you are
Donation containers available in the Library (Meister Hall), Cafeteria Check Out
part of that effort.

^Student Center) and Bursar's Office (Colston Hall window or drop box after hours.)
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By Geralde Parvilus.
and the NAACP are critical of the relief
effort for victims of Hurricane Katrina. In a
recent news conference it was charged that
the response was slow because those most
affected are poor. The plight of those stranded amid the filth and the dead has highlighted a side most people do not see - that twothirds of New Orleans's residents are black
and more than a quarter live in poverty.
Anger
has
been
' mounting
among
African-American
leaders that this portion of the local population was left behind
when others fled.
Some say the chaos in
Katrina's aftermath
has exposed deep divisions in both the city
and US society.
Calling Katrina Survivors Refugees
where the sea rose over 20 feet in height.
Over 6,000 people lost their lives and more Causes Debate - According to Webster's
than 3,600 homes were destroyed and dam- dictionary, a refugee (n.) is described as one
age was estimated at over $30 million (a conThe Numbers — So Far
siderable amount at that time). Now, almost a
hundred years to the day, Hurricane Katrina $200,000,000,000 estimated to be needed
is recorded as being one of the strongest hur- $125,000,000,000 estimated in Katrina damages
$1,000,000,000 needed for Phase One of the
ricanes in history

ot since August 27, 1900 has the U.S.
been hit with a category 4 hurricane
that left in its wake such widespread
devastation.
Up until this point the
Galveston hurricane of 1900 was considered
to be the deadliest hurricane in U.S. history,
a category 4 - with wind gusts of over 120
miles per hour that pierced Galveston Island,

N

Red Cross relief efforts
$700,000,000 raised by the Red Cross

The Impact on a Nation The disaster area left

in the wake

of

Hurricane Katrina covers the Gulf Coast
from southeast Louisiana to Mobile,
Alabama - and at least 150 miles inland. The
storm crushed houses, leaving some towns
nothing more than wood piles.
The majority of Americans believe that
the Gulf Coast, especially the city of New
Orleans, may never completely recover from
the disaster.
In a recent CNN/USA
Today/Gallup poll, fifty-six percent of 609
adults polled believed the hurricane devastated the area beyond repair. Even with the
$51.8 billion passed by Congress in Katrina
relief, the full extent of the impact of
Hurricane Katrina on the overall economy is
still unclear, and the immediate focus is
properly on human life and health, but the
number of homes and jobs destroyed and lost
by this catastrophe is almost certain to dwarf
the losses from any previous U.S. natural
disaster. The American Red Cross has
launched an immense emergency relief effort
to meet unprecedented humanitarian needs in
the wake of Hurricane Katrina. The Red
Cross's response to Hurricane Katrina is the
largest response to a single, natural disaster
in the 125-year history of the organization.
Awkward Questions and Disturbing
Comments Black members of Congress have
expressed anger at what they said was a slow
federal response to Hurricane Katrina. The
Congressional Black Caucus, along with
members of the Black Leadership Forum,
National Conference of State Legislators,

1,OOO,OOO residents still without power

90,000 square mile disaster zone
485,000 New Orleans residents
385,000 evacuated
100,000 remaining in the city
15,000 to be evacuated daily
10,000 feared dead in Louisiana
60 nations have offered aid as well as UN,
NATO and WHO
13 states now have a state of emergency in force.

who flees, usually to another country for
refuge, especially from invasion, oppression
or prosecution. So what do you call people
who have been driven from their homes with
only the clothes on their backs, unsure if they
will ever be able to return, and forced to
build a new life in a strange place? News
organizations are struggling for the right
word.
Many, including The Associated Press,
have used "refugee" to describe those displaced by the wrath of Hurricane Katrina.
But the choice has stirred anger among some
readers and other critics, particularly in the
black community. They have argued that
"refugee" implies that the displaced victims,
many of whom have been black, are secondclass citizens — or not even Americans,
when in fact they are American tax-payers.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson said, "It is racist to
call American citizens refugees," while
members of the Congressional Black Caucus
have expressed similar sentiments.
Are the survivors better off? - President
Bush's mother declared it a success for evacuees who "were underprivileged anyway,"

saying on an American Public Media radio
program Marketplace, "that many of the
poor she had seen while touring a Houston
relocation site were faring better than before
the storm hit." "Many of the people in the
arena here, you know, were underprivileged
anyway," she said, "so this is working very
well for them."
Mrs. Bush continued by saying
"what I'm hearing,
which is sort of
scary, is they all
want to stay in
Texas . . . everyone
is so overwhelmed
by the hospitality."
Mrs. Bush was
accompanied by
her husband, former
president
George Bush, on a tour of the Astrodome
complex, as part of an administrative campaign throughout the Gulf Coast region to
counter criticism of the response to the
storm.
Lingering Questions? - Why did it take
FEMA three-days to response to the cries for
help? How is it that news crews were able to
get in and obtain coverage, but supply airdrops could not be made? Why were evacuees directed to the Superdome, when there
were no support services set there? Why didn't President Bush cut his vacation short
when he heard of the disaster and why did he
fly over it on his way back to Washington?
Why were German and Cuban aid turned
away (they were ready to respond before our
own government)? Why are AfricanAmericans being called looters while nonblacks were referred to as doing what they
needed to do, to survive? Why were the levees never repaired when government officials were warned? What kind of financial
support will our government grant the victims of Katrina to help them rebuild their
lives?
Congressman Elijah Cummings said,
"We cannot allow it to be said by history that
Images from the stricken city of New
Orleans show that many of those suffering in its streets and shelters are
black and poor

the difference between those who lived and
died, was nothing more than poverty, age or
skin color." So, as we move forward in the
rebuilding and the Gulf Coast states, let us
give strong fervent thought as to what each
and every single one of us can do to help. In
the words of Oprah Winfrey, "We owe it to
every family that has suffered not to forget
and to not let them stand alone."
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President Williams
Welcomes Students to a
New School Year
services and upgrading our equipment and facilities. I hope you'll
take advantage of our expanded
library collection, our multiple
computer labs and enhanced personal services for program planning, career development and
transfer opportunities.
At BCC we strive for excellence and this is evidenced by the
many successful students we have
who earn scholarships, acquire
top-notch internships and graduate
with honors to go on to prestigious
t gives me great pleasure to colleges and universities throughwelcome our new students to out the country or enter the profesthe campus and to greet our sional workforce with well paying
returning students. You have made jobs.
the right decision in choosing
I wish each and every one of
Bronx Community College, the you a successful and gratifying
Gateway to Success. Our faculty year and look forward to greeting
and staff are ready to help you suc- you at our special events, including
ceed, academically and socially. the most special one—graduation.
We have been very busy over the
Carolyn G. Williams, Ph.D.
summer, planning programs and

I

s r o n x C o
Told « Ed u
e passionate
about
what
you choose to
do. Attitude always
makes the difference.
Dreams and values
shape who we are and
will be in the future.
Do the right thing;
character
is
the
essence of who you
are, all necessary
traits for getting along
with people and moving ahead in life.
These were messages delivered to
1,000 jubilant Bronx Community
College of The City University of
New York (CUNY) graduates in a
ceremony on The College's quadrangle lawn in the Bronx.
The
BCC
Presidential
Medallion was awarded to Elias
Karmon, 95, best known as "Mr.
Bronx," a clothing entrepreneur and
founding
father
of
Bronx
Community College, who, for 65
years as a civic leader, has been recognized for his ability to pull
Bronxites together for common
causes towards the betterment of the
Borough.
Dr. Freeman A. Hrabowski, III,
President of the University of
Maryland, Baltimore County delivered BCC's 45th Commencement
address to some 3,000 parents, students, children, and friends, many of
whom came at S a.m. to be sure to

unity
a t i on

B

find a seat on the quadrangle lawn
under an overcast sky, comfortable
for sitting outside, at the ceremony
which began at 10 a.m. on Friday,
June 3. Elected officials who attended included U.S. Senator Charles
Schumer and Bronx Assemblyman
Luis Diaz, CUNY Vice Chancellor
for Student Development and
Enrollment Management Otis O.
Hill, and CUNY Board of Trustees
Member Rita DiMartino.
"Education transforms our
lives," stated Dr. Hrabowski. "It
equalizes people, allowing them to
move out of poverty and into the
middle class." He urged all students
to "savor the moment" of their graduation and "think about your story
and what it took to get to graduation." Born
in Birmingham.
Alabama, Dr. Hrabowski, 54, graduated from Hampton Institute with
the hiuhest honors in mathematics.

President Williams Responds to
Mayor Bloomberg's
Allocation of Classroom Building
Funds
ronx Community College
President Carolyn G. Williams
thanked
Mayor Michael
Bloomberg for budgeting funds for a
new classroom building. "The allocation of these funds will meet a pressing need on our campus where classroom space has been at a premium for
years."
"This is great news. Mayor
Bloomberg, you have lived up to your
commitment to provide our college
the resources to continue to fulfill our
mission of providing high quality education in classrooms that are state of
the art and technically equipped for
students who come to us from across
the city. We have been looking forward to obtaining the necessary funds
that will allow us to continue to grow
our student body and to meet the
needs of New Yorkers who understand
more than ever the nee d for a college
education," stated President Williams.
The capital funds for the BCC
classroom building were committed
by Mayor Bloomberg in his budget

B

C o l l e g e

that was announced late in the spring
of this year. His approval of matching
funds for the building rounds out a
matching capital formula to which the
State and New York City Council
have already committed funds.
Those much needed and long
awaited funds will enable the College
to begin planning for the design and
construction for its North Instructional
Classroom Building. The new building will complete the quadrangle on
the campus that was designed by the
renowned architect Stanford White
originally for New York University
more than 100 years ago.
BCC's existing classroom building, Colston Hall, is a converted dormitory whose tiny rooms are always
crammed with students. The College's
enrollment has been growing steadily
over the past several years. Today,
there are almost 9,000 students who
attend the college. BCC has one of the
highest rates of student enrollment
growth in the university.

<

r a d u a t e s
E q u a l i z e s
People"
earned his M.A. in Mathematics
and his Ph. D. in Higher
Education Administration and
Statistics from the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign at
age 24. Dr. Hrabowski's research
and publications focus on science
and math education, with special
emphasis on minority participation and performance.
Dr. Hrabowski's message
connected
with
Bronx
Community College President
Carolyn G. Williams' message to
graduates: "We remember your
first days at this institution. You
came with a commitment to learning
and this graduation represents your
success in achieving a quality education that will help you build your
life.
"Today is the culmination of all
your hard work - today, you can
begin to look at your new future. As
I look out at you, I can see the eagerness and the potential in your faces,"
said President Williams.
Dr.
Williams further asked that as graduates go forth they remember what
Theodore Roosevelt said, "'The
most important single ingredient in
the formula for success is knowing
how to get along with people.' Know
that every step you take, every
thought or idea that you nurture
reverberates throughout the world it is not confined to your classroom,
your city, or your country."
Valedictorian Kirk Morrison, a

Computer Science and Mathematics
major, who had a 3.986 grade point
average and plans to go Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute or Clarkson
University, urged all students to not
only complete a baccalaureate
degree, he charged them to continue
on to earn master's, doctoral and
other professional degrees.
"I am hoping that my degree
and future career will enable me to
contribute to the education of the
people of Jamaica, and help them
bridge the digital divide that exists
between them and other countries.
Before graduation, students in
their caps and gowns excitedly lined
up and awaited the start of the academic processional music of "Pomp
and Circumstance," by Edward
Elgar. Many like Ana Marte, a 47year-old Radiological Technology
graduate and mother of two children, were gratified by the day.
"This is a very special day. It has
taken a lot of sacrifice for my children and my husband." Marketing
graduate Quenny De La Cruz, mother of four children, seconded her
classmate: "It's a new dawn," she
said. "The students who graduate are
from different backgrounds, balancing many responsibilities, a number
are single parents who have persevered." Many of the BCC graduates
will move on to four-year colleges
or seek jobs.
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PLEASE POST AND READ TO ALL CLASSES

RUN! DON'T WALK, ro THE

Transfer Triathlon!
OFMt4STATTEND BV

H-M you nod to k&ow w Mkt % Stticoth
transfer.
Monday, October 24,2005

Tuesday, October 25,2005

Wednesday, October 26,2005

Learn what's out ihm waiting for you...
Ge( the information you need AJ^TN/
to leap over hurdles.,.
K TV

Transfer Day

Get the information you need

12-3:OOPM RBSC Rooms 207-208
Workshops
Transfer facts
12-1.-30PM
Learn what it takes to pSan strategicaiiy for
tester, [fepei comron transfer myttts and get
(tie real deal on the transfer process and how it
can work for you.

Meet representatives from CUNY, SUMY and many Workshops
other colleges and universities. They will share intormation about academic programs, admissions Transfer Facte
1M30PM
financial aid and scholarships.
Learn what it takes to plan strategically for transDon't miss fts opportety to educate yojrsel fer. Dispel common iransfsr myths and get the
bout bachelor degree programs designed to mee real deal on the transfer process and How it san
your educational and career pals,

ALL STUDENTS WHO EXPECT TO GRADUATE IN
JANUARY 2006
MUST COMPLETE A CANDIDATE FOR DEGREE CARD
IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
COLSTON HALL, ROOM 513

Scholarship Essay Writing Tips

Scholarship Essay Writing Tips

2-4:QGPM
Dont self vourseif short... use these tips to write
a winning essay!

Don't sell yourself short- use these tips to write
a winning essay1

Students must visit the Transfer Center to
register and receive an entrance ticket Enrollment is limited. No one will be admitted
after workshops begin.

Students must visit the Transfer Carter fo
register and receive an entrance Met Enrollment is limited, do one mil be admitted
after workshops begin.

FROM
AUGUST 29, 2005 THRU OCTOBER 14, 2005

The American Museum of Natural
History Invites You ...

Tune in to what the Army National Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition
Assistance, $20,000 Student Loan Repayment, and up to $10,000
Enlistment Bonus. It's called serving your community part-time while
getting full-time benefits. Visit 1-800-GO-GUARD.COM/MUSIC today
and get 3 tunes from iTunes!

VISIT: WW.1-800-60-GUARO.COM/MUSiC

The American Museum of Natural History's Center for Biodiversity
and Conservation invites you to attend a free evening program on sustainable living that focuses on children.
"Living, With Nature: Consumer Choices for Children"
Thursday, September 22, 2005
American Museum of Natural History
(Please enter at 77th Street,
between Central Park West and Columbus)
FREE Admission
The Resource Fair (6:00-7:30) will provide information on sustainable activities, toys from around the world, holiday and party ideas,
school and art supplies, pets, and ways to connect with nature.
The Panel Discussion (7:30-9:00), moderated by Eleanor Sterling,
Director of the Center for Biodiversity and Conservation, will explore
how to nurture meaningful values and environmental stewardship in children in the face of an increasingly consumer-driven society. Panelists will
include Louise Chawla, child development specialist and International
Coordinator of the "Growing Up in Cities" program of UNESCO; Julie
Fox Gorte, Director of Social Research at the Calvert Group; Juliet Schor,
author of "Born to Buy: The Commercialized Child and the New
Consumer Culture;" and Betsy Taylor, Founder and President of the
Center for a New American Dream.
Registration is recommended. Please visit http://chc.amnh.org/ or
call (212) 496-3423.
Please Note: While consumer choices for children of all ages will
be explored at this event, the content of the program is geared toward
adults and children ages 12 and up.
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NYPA 'Green Zones' Help to
Clear the Air

B

ronx Community College, with
its 43 acres, will get three electric utility vehicles, two GEM
cars, and one electric lawn mower,
whose gas counterparts are said to produce as much pollution as 40 latemodel vehicles. From Queens College
to Hudson River Park in Manhattan to
Western New York to Long Island, various state and municipal parks are participating in this joint project. Queens
College will receive three GEM neighborhood electric vehicles and one
Taylor Dunn Electruck for use at its 77acre campus.
It's all part of a New York Power
Authority-sponsored Green Zones
state-wide project that is reducing fossil fuel use and minimizing air pollution and global warming. These new
Green Zones are using electric and
hybrid-electric vehicles and outdoor
power equipment, which are cleaner,
more cost-effective and often quieter.
The Power Authority has allocated
more than $200,000 for the Green
Zones program this year, and is seeking
additional participants and hopes to add
more participants in the future.
"Electric vehicles make a lot of
sense for clearly defined areas like college campuses, where vehicles are used
for short distances and are restricted to
low speeds," said Carolyn Williams,
BCC's president. "They're a practical
economic solution to improving air
quality, and we're looking forward to
working with the Power Authority to
demonstrate them and other electric
power equipment."
"We're looking forward to working with all the participants as we forge
ahead in our statewide efforts to intro-

duce clean technologies that also
reduce dependency on foreign oil," said
NYPA President Eugene Zeltmann, citing Gov. George E. Pataki's efforts to
introduce advanced energy technologies.
The "Big Apple" has turned on to
the idea and turned its five-mile, 550acre stretch known as Hudson River
Park on Manhattan's Westside into a
Green Zone. While New Yorkers are
accustomed to bikers and pedestrians
tooling along park pathways, they will
probably turn their heads when spotting
one of six off-road electric utility vehicles and a hybrid-vehicle.
Charles E. Dorkey III, chairman
of the Hudson River Park Trust, hails
the program, saying they "demonstrate
the benefits of electric-drive technologies as a clean alternative to the internal-combustion engine."
Others leaving some "green with
envy" as official NYPA Green Zones
are the Utica Parks Department, the
Niagara Reservation State Park,
Bethpage State Park on Long Island,
and
the
White
Plains
Parks
Department.
The Power Authority works with
each Green Zone to identify acceptable
replacements for their more traditional
gasoline- and diesel-fueled vehicles
and equipment. NYPA co-funds the
purchase of cleaner substitutes and provides electric-vehicle charging stations
as well.
NYPA will also calculate resulting
emissions reductions and fuel savings,
and, in turn, the participating sites will
provide data on the performance of the
new vehicles and equipment every six
months.
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Ambassadors Wanted
By Anesha Bonner _____
re you interested in acquiring gives students who are full-time the
the skills necessary to be a privilege of being able to use their
leader? If so, then the BCC participation as a way to build up
Ambassadors Program may be just their resume. In other words, if a stuwhat you are looking for.
dent has little or no work history, an
The Ambassador's Program was ambassador appointment can be
designed to give students an opportu- highlighted in the awards section of a
nity to become representatives of resume. Students will have a special
BCC. Ms. Barbara Martin, Director notation placed on their transcript in
of the C.O.P.E. Program, and Ms. order to be able to identify them as
Cheryl Byrd, Director of the Student ambassadors. This will give students
Activities Center, head the commit- an advantage in the selection process
tee. It consists of approximately 20 used by senior colleges. Each stustudents who have been chosen based dent also receives a letter of recomon academic standing. The students mendation directly from the presiare given the opportunity to form a dent of the college. Students will
network with the staff and faculty walk away with a sense of accommembers who are responsible for plishment after having participated in
recognizing students who do out- the various activities that occur on
standing work on or off campus. The campus. During freshman registraambassadors attend various leader- tion, students will become knowlship conferences where they are able edgeable on the process and will
to enhance their leadership skills. therefore be able to navigate the sysThe program also helps students who tem more effectively.
may be interested in running for stuAnyone who is interested in
dent government to become more becoming an ambassador must meet
acquainted with the campus and the the
following
requirements:
needs of the students.
1. Willingness to help other students

A

The purpose of the ambassadors
is to give students an outlet to be able
to perform community service.
While, for the most part, the ambassadors service the college community, they have also been involved with
off campus activities as well. Most
senior colleges and employers are
impressed by students who have volunteer experience in their background.
There are several advantages to
being an ambassador at BCC. It

and to serve the college community.
2. A GPA of 2.8 or higher.
3. Two letters of recommendation.
(One must be from a faculty member.)
Students who meet these requirements are and would like to become a
member should see Ms. Cheryl Byrd
in Loew Hall, Room 202, for an
application.

c c st udent
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Played Volleyball
Arg entina Goodwill Games
i alternates. Each player got 30 and returned on August 10.
This was her first trip out< to serve in rotation. Ms.
I Thompson, who is 5 feet, side of the United States to a
1 11 inches, was selected to South American country. Her
| play on a CUNY team that parents are happy for their
| included a woman volley-daughter and wanted to come
j ball player from each with her, noted Ms. Thompson.
"Volleyball is interesting
| CUNY college that particiI pates in the CUNY Athletic because of the teamwork and its
I Conference.
(Baruch, unpredictability which I like,"
j CCNY, Hunter, John Jay, said Ms. Thompson, who was
i Lehman, Medgar Evers, voted the most valuable player on
I York, City Tech, Manhattan the BCC volleyball team in 2004.
Ms. Thompson, who was
I Community
College,
Kingsborough Community selected in March after a series of
I College.) She and her fel- tryouts, prepared for her trip by
low teammates practiced reading up on the food, architeceveryday, mainly at Lehman ture, and general life of the peoCollege, to be ready for the com- ple in Argentina.
A student with a 3.1 grade
petition.
"I am very excited. It was a point average, Ms. Thompson
new experience, new culture, has played volleyball for the past
with new people, and a new lan- two years. Always athletic, the
guage - Spanish. I was encour- 22-year-old BCC student played
aged to try to speak the lan- basketball for her high school
guage," said Ms. Thompson, and club, the "Urban Knights'"
who traveled to Buenos Aires, back in Jamaica before finding
the capital of Argentina, on July volleyball when she came to
&-•

Honey Thompson travled to Argentina this
ummer as part of a
CUNY women's volleyball
team. The Mount Vernon resident and Bronx Community
College Community Health
major graduated in June.
She played "middle hitter"
and "middle blocker" on a sixperson team, which included

E

Bronx Community College in
2002 and was invited to come for
a tryout. As a BCC volleyball
team player, Ms. Thompson has
played volleyball against volleyball teams at Kingsborough,
Monroe,
Westchester
Community
College,
Queensborough, Borough of
Manhattan, and Suffolk County
Community Colleges.
When she graduates in June,
Ms. Thompson hopes that she
will be able to use her
Community Health skills in a
career such as forensic nursing at
crime scenes.
But she is also open to other
possibilities. "The Argentina trip
has expanded my vision of the
world and advertised my ability
to play volleyball. People may be
interested in inviting me to play
for their college or team. Should
such invitations come my way, I
would be willing to consider
them," stated Ms. Thompson.
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College's Sustainable Energy Team Gives Overview
To Korean Environmental Justice Delegation
he effects of air pollution
on children's asthma in
the Bronx was one of the
topics that nine members of
Korea's Citizens' Movement for
Environmental Justice (CMEJ)
discussed with local environmental and community organizations at a meeting hosted at
Congressman Jose E. Serrano's
District Office. The meeting
was part of a two-day tour of
environmental justice projects
in New York organized for
CMEJ by the Center for
Sustainable Energy (CSE) at
Bronx Community College.
Congressman Serrano has
secured funding for CSE, helping the Bronx lead in a transition to a new economy based on
clean energy sources that
improve air quality.
The CMEJ delegation, consisting of academics and environmental professionals, was on
a week-long tour of the East
Coast to study how American
citizen groups are responding to
environmental challenges that
disproportionately affect lower
income communities. The group
met with organizations in
Washington, DC, Wilmington,

T

DE, New York, NY, and Boston,
MA, to share information, gather data, and discuss strategies
for encouraging environmental
equity.
At the Bronx meeting, the
Center for Sustainable Energy's
Director, Jim Quigley, provided
an overview of the Center's
activities to the CMEJ delegation and described the Center's
mission "...to help Bronx residents embrace new, cleaner, and
more energy efficient alternative energy technologies... and
to improve skills of BCC students to prepare them for
careers in the new technologies
that will power new, more energy efficient vehicles and industrial, commercial, and residential facilities."
CSE's current programs
focus on alternative fuel vehicles and clean energy technologies. Quigley stated that CSE is
seeking approval for two new
associate degrees in alternative
fuel vehicle and energy services
technologies. The launch of the
alternative vehicle degree will
make BCC one of the only colleges in the country to offer programs for hybrid, low sulfur,

C o l l e g e

bio-fuel, and electric cars.
Another focus area for CSE is
solar electric systems. Dr.
Quigley noted that the Center
for Sustainable Energy had been
instrumental in enabling the
City University to become a
partner in the US Department of
Energy's Million Solar Roofs
program and is managing the
program on CUNY's behalf.
The Center is also preparing to
offer its third workshop session
to contractors on photovoltaic
installation. CSE is also taking a
leadership role in CUNY in
sponsoring energy consumption
measurement audits for Hostos,
Lehman and Bronx Community
Colleges.
Other Bronx organizations
present during the meeting with
CMEJ included Carlos R.
Alicea from For A Better Bronx,
an environmental health and
social justice CBO; Omar
Freilla of Green Worker
Cooperatives, which is seeking
to create worker-owned environmental businesses in the
South Bronx; Jeremy Stand of
Nos Quedamos, representing a
community development group
for creating affordable green

e g r e e

housing; Miquela M. Craytor,
environmental planner for the
Bronx Initiative for Energy and
the Environment of the Bronx
Overall Economic Development
Corporation; and Michael
Goodhope from HealthPeople, a
community health advocacy
organization that uses peer educators to teach local residents
healthy responses to health
threats including asthma, diabetes, high blood pressure,
AIDS and more.
Each group's presentation
was translated by a member of
the Korean delegation, which
was headed by CMEJ CoChairman Il-Chung Kim, and
Myung-Rae
Cho, CMEJ
Executive Director, both professors at Dongguk University in
Seoul Korea. CMEJ, which was
founded in 1992, has 3,500
members.
The Citizens' Movement for
Environmental Justice is organized to establish environmentally just political measures to protect against any action harming
the blue sky, fertile earth, and
clear water. '•' '* j<

O p t i o n s

By Edwin Roman
Mr. Roman is the Transfer and Articulation Adviser at the Transfer Center. He contributes a monthly article on transfer related topics.

ne part of navigating
college successfully is
having an understanding
of what a college degree entails.
Many first year students may not
be cognizant of how college
degrees are defined. Detailed in
this article is information that
looks at college degree options,
Students are recommended to
weigh college degrees with great
consideration when exploring
academics and careers.
Certificate and Diploma:
These are non-degree offerings
below the Associate Degree and
are most often offered in technical and vocational fields of
study. They generally lead to
employment in an occupational
field. Examples - Certificate in
Office Administration &
Bookkeeping and Certificate in
Automotive Technology.
Associate Degree: Students
can earn an Associate of Arts
(A.A.) or Associate of Science
(A.S.) degree after completing

O

two years of study similar to the
first two years of a four-year college. Community colleges, like
BCC, or four-year colleges, like
John Jay College, offer associate
degrees. After earning an AA or
an AS, students may transfer to a
four-year college to complete the
requirements for a bachelor's
degree.
The Associate of
Applied Science (AAS) degree
is awarded on completion of
technological or vocation programs of study.
Bachelor's
Degree:
Sometimes called baccalaureate
degrees, these usually require 4
to 5 years of study. The Bachelor
of Arts (B.A.) and Bachelor of
Science (B.S.) are the most common baccalaureates, and both
include: (1) general education
courses, and (2) a major, which
is a focused area of study,
Students take many classes in
their major, gain specialized
knowledge and earn a degree in
that area. (3) A minor, which is

an area of interest studied at the
same time as a major, is usually
in a department other than the
department major and requires
fewer classes. (4) Electives are
optional courses and may fulfill
general education requirements
outside of a major. The B.S. is
more likely to be awarded in the
sciences and for professional or
technical fields of study. B.A.
degrees are more often awarded
in the humanities and arts,
However, there are no absolute
differences between the degrees
and policies concerning their
award vary from college to college.
Master s Degree: Master of
Arts (MA) and Master of
Science (MS) programs lead to
the customary first graduate
degrees in the liberal arts and
sciences and usually take one to
two academic years of study
beyond a baccalaureate degree to
complete.
Doctorate Degree: May be

the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.),
awarded in many of the humanities, arts, and sciences, or another doctoral degree such as the
doctor of education (Ed.D), or
doctor of public health (DPH).
Doctoral programs usually consist of course work and independent research culminating in
a dissertation or other formal
presentation of the results of
independent study. Student must
have already received a baccalaureate degree.
First Professional Degree:
An earned degree in one of the
following fields: Chiropractic
(DC, DCM),dentistry (DDS,
DMD), medicine (MD), optometry (OD), osteopathic medicine
(DO), rabbinical and Talmudic
studies (MHL, Rav), Pharmacy
(B.Pharm, Pharm.D), podiatry
(PodD, DP,' DPM), veterinary
medicine (DVM), law (LLB,
JD), divinity/ministry (BD,
MDiv).
.
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ACCREDITING BODY LOOKS AT
HUMAN SERVICES PROGRAM

Letters to The Communicator
Editorial Policy and Disclaimer
The Communicator urges students to respond to articles
and editorials found in this newspaper. We also urge
you speak out on issues that matter to the college community, as well as your neighborhood, the city, state,
nation and world-at-large.

n Thursday, September
8, two special visitors
were on campus. Their
mission was to review the college's Human Services program
for re-accreditation
Dr. Rita Bobrowski, professor and Human Services program coordinator, College of
Dupage, Chicago, and Professor
John Heapes, Harrisburg Area
Community College, met with
fifteen human services students
in order to discuss the college's
program, which prepares interested students to work with
needy and troubled persons,
families, groups and communities.
The two visitors are members of the Council for
Standards in Human Service
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The views expressed in published letters are solely
those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the
The views of The Communicator.

Education,
CSHSE.
Council accredits college-based
Human Services degree programs, which meet their rigorous quality proficiency standards.
The visitors' busy schedule
began with a cordial meeting
with our president, Dr. Carolyn
Williams, and other academic
administrators.
Professors
Barbara Somerville and Monte
Gray, Human Services faculty
members, provided the Council
representatives with a brief
campus tour. According to the
guests, the most enjoyable part
of the visit was the meeting with
our well-informed students.

G r a d u a t e

We reserve the right to refuse publication to any letter
due to space considerations, as well as those letters
deemed inappropriate because of profane language,
non-verification problems and/or slander.
No letter will be published unless the author submits his
or her name, and telephone number.
Submissions should be emailed to The Communicator
at Communicator@bcc.cuny.edu.

W i n s

College in 1994 as a Media
Technology and Music major.
At BCC he acquired early TV
production experience as an
intern working at Crosswalks
TV, now called NYC TV on the
second floor of Meister Hall.
Graduating from Lehman
College with a Communications
B.A. in 1996 and parlaying his
internship into a full time job,
Walter was soon editing major
documentaries.
He won the Emmy for editing Blueprint NYC, a NYC TV
documentary history series of
New York City landmark buildings that has aired repeatedly on
Channel
25. Walter received his
alter Garaicoa, 35, is
determined to realize Emmy at a black-tie ceremony
at the Waldorf Astoria this past
his American Dream
February. The Emmy is televi"to continue building my own
company, to be financially inde- sion's most coveted peer recogpendent and to have a happy life nition award.
BCC Professor Jeffrey
with my family." Launching a
Wisotsky, Director of the Media
career in TV editing and proTechnology Program at Bronx
duction has been his goal since
he studied English and graduat- Community College, remembers: "Walter edited many of the
ed from Bronx Community
programs I directed at

W

We reserve the right to shorten any letter submitted due
to space considerations.
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Crosswalks Television (NYC
TV). I am most proud of the
collaboration we had on the television series, On the Edge.
One of the episodes received a
CableAce Award and really
showcased Walter's work as an
editor.
"Walter has a gift all great
or potentially great editors
should have—an excellent sense
of narrative—that the job of
everyone involved with a project is working together to tell a
story as clearly and effectively
as possible," added Wisotsky.
"This gift, combined with his
being on the ground floor of the
digital revolution in editing and
filmmaking generally, will serve
him well in the years ahead."
Walter, who is originally
from Ecuador, first attended
Hostos Community College and
then came to BCC to improve
his English. He transferred to
BCC and continued his language studies. "Learning a language takes desire, determination, discipline. To learn to

A w a r d

speak English, I had to stop
talking in Spanish. I had to find
friends who didn't always speak
Spanish. I had to force myself
to watch newscasts, read newspapers and good books so that I
could learn spelling and grammar. I wanted to show people
that I could pronounce words
correctly and accurately construct sentence so that people
wouldn't be distracted by my
accent.
"Now, as a video editor,
after studying English at
Hostos, BCC, and Lehman
Colleges, I can spot misspellings of native writers. BCC
taught me that you have to master a language. You can never
make a friendship, you can
never ask what you want, and
you can never demand what you
need if you don't speak the language of most of the people
around you," said Walter
Garaicoa, Emmy Award Winner
for 2005.
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Uncle Sam Is Newspeal
This essay and the accompanying
presentation won Outstanding
Presenter in the category of Social
Sciences at the 2005 Beacon
Scholars Conference. The essay
was subsequently published in the
conference's
journal.
Ellen
Mareneck of the Communications
department was the author's
mentor for the conference.
he war is waged by each ruling group against its own
subjects, and the object of
the war is not to make or prevent
conquests of territory, but to keep
the structure of society in tact.
(Orwell, 164)
George Orwell wrote this passage referring to the ruling groups
in Oceania, the dystopian world he
created in his novel, 1984. A group
called Ingsoc, also known as the
Party, controls all that takes place in
this totalitarian society: what foods
people eat, what clothes they wear,
what books they read, when they
wake up and when they go to sleep.
The Party even finds a way to control people's thoughts, at least "as
far as thoughts are dependent on
words" (Orwell, 246), by developing a hybrid language called
Newspeak. Based on regular
English, which is known in the
book as Oldspeak, Newspeak was
formed by removing many words
and combining others. Newspeak
was devised "not only to provide a
medium of expression for the
world-view and mental habits proper to devotees of Ingsoc, but to
make all other modes of thought
impossible" (Orwell, 246); in other
words Newspeak was intended to
make it impossible to commit
thoughtcrime, which is defined as
having any thoughts or opinions
against the Party or its policies.
In Orwell's fictional Oceania,
watching television is not a luxury
or leisure activity: It is a requirement. The telescreen, as it is called
in the book, is an integral part of
life: It wakes people up in the
morning for the "Physical Jerks," a
mandatory exercise routine, and
constantly reports the events of a
seemingly never-ending
war
between Oceania and Eurasia,
among other functions. The telescreen must be kept on at all times
and, as people watch it, it watches
them, waiting to report any
thoughtcrime to the Party's
Thought Police, or Thinkpol as they
are known in Newspeak. Those
found guilty of thoughtcrime are
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removed from society, presumably
killed, and never mentioned again.
In fact, according to the Party's
ever-changing records, by tomorrow it will be as though they never
existed.
The Party's public representative comes in the form of an icon
know as Big Brother. Everywhere
in Oceania are large posters of BB,
as he's known in Newspeak,
"which are so contrived that the
eyes follow you about when you
move" (Orwell, 5) and which bear
the warning: BIG BROTHER IS
WATCHING YOU. Big Brother is,
essentially, the personification of
the telescreen; Big Brother is the
eyes and ears of the Party; Big
Brother is the big brother who's
there to make sure the younger siblings behave when mom isn't looking.
The only people who are
allowed to live without as much
interference from the Party and Big
Brother are those members of the
out-group, or outcast set, known as
the Proletariat or the Proles, in
Newspeak. Although the Proles are
85% of Oceania's population, and
thus outnumber the Party members,
they are segregated from the Party
members and allowed to live more
"freely" because they are seen as
inferior. As such, the Party does not
fear that the Proles will rebel, or try
to change the structure of society,
because they don't feel the Proles
are capable of rebelling. As an
added precaution, the Party restricts
the Proles' access to resources,
rationing out only what they need
to live, and takes every measure to
shirk their desire to rebel using
Prolefeed: "rubbishy entertainment
and spurious news" (Orwell, 252)
designed to keep the Proles complacent and focused on nonsense
issues rather than on the actual
problems of society. The most
important fact that Prolefeed is
aimed at keeping "under wraps" is
the fact that although the Proles
think they are "free", they are actually the Party's slaves, "working
breeding and dying, not only without impulse to rebel, but without
the power of grasping that the
world could be other than it is"
(Orwell, 173).
Central to the Party's control
over its members and the Proles is a
technique called doublethink and 3
oxymoronic tenets: War is Peace,
Ignorance is Strength, and Freedom
is Slavery. Doublethink is defined
in the book as "the power of hold-

ing two contradictory beliefs in
one's mind and simultaneously
accepting both of them" (Orwell,
176); using doublethink, the Party
is able to claim to be right on all
accords even when it presents ideas
that are directly opposed to one
another. Using the 3 tenets, the
Party justifies never-ending war
claiming it is the only way to peace,
justifies denying people's freedom
claiming that the free are actually
slaves and justifies keeping people
in ignorance claiming that their
ignorance is actually their strength.
Winston, the main character of
the novel, is a Party member who
does not believe in the Party's
tenets and who fears that he is to be
removed from society any day
because he has committed several
thoughtcrimes, even going so far as
to write DOWN WITH BIG
BROTHER over and over again in
his diary (this is not to mention that
even keeping a private diary is considered thoughtcrime). Most condemningly, Winston has contacted
the Party's number one enemy, a
man by the name of Emmanuel
Goldstein, and has secured a copy
of Goldstein's book, known only as
the book. The book gives evidence
that the Party's tenets are propaganda designed to keep themselves in
power and the rest of Oceania's
population under control, and it is
considered the worst contraband
any Party member can possess.
Eventually, Winston is caught, and
he finds out that Party defectors are
not killed, but are brainwashed into
loving the Party and Big Brother
and are then returned to the outskirts of society amongst the
Proles. Thus, the Party wins the
war against all those who oppose it
and the structure of Oceania's society remains in tact.
I believe that America is
deeply engaged in attempting to
keep the structure of its society in
tact, and that some of its methods
are frighteningly similar to those
used by Ingsoc in Orwell's fictitious country. I believe that techniques resembling doublethink and
an iconic, Big Brother-like figure
known as Uncle Sam are the major
weapons in this pseudo-war that
has been waged by the ruling
American Capitalist Party against
its own Proletariat: So-called
"Urban America". While there is
much racial and ethnic diversity
among the multitude referred to
under this heading, the majority are
African-American and Hispanic (1)

and, regardless of race, the majority are economically disadvantaged
and undereducated while the vast
majority of those in power are rich
and White. I believe that the individual battles of this war take many
forms and that the ultimate goal is
to ensure that impoverished minorities continue "working breeding
and dying...without impulse to
rebel [and] without the power of
grasping that the world could be
other than it is", like the Proles of
Oceania. From attacks on access to
education to attacks on physical
well-being, the United States government has taken several specific
steps to keep its underclass from
advancing - all while giving the
impression of being helpful and
supportive.
In 1984's the book, Emmanuel
Goldstein states that "from the
point of view of the low, no historic
change has ever meant much more
than a change in the name of their
masters" (Orwell, 167), and this has
certainly been the case in American
society: No matter who has been in
power - Democrats, Republicans,
the North or the South - AfricanAmericans have consistently been
on the bottom rung of society's ladder and remain there to this day.
Blacks earn an average of $15,000
less than their White and fellow
minority counterparts for the same
positions at the same educational
levels (2) and, surprisingly, the disparities grow as the level of education increases; although Blacks
make up approximately 12.5% of
the total U.S. Population, even at
higher educational institutions with
Affirmative Action policies Blacks
generally represent 6%, or less, of
the institution's total population (3)
and Whites continue to fight
Affirmative Action; many Blacks
were disenfranchised and prevented
from voting at several polling locations in various states during the
2000 presidential election . (4) The
evidence of inequality is plentiful,
and the literally hundreds of books
and thousands of articles that have
been written on the topic still have
not detailed it all.
There are those who, when
confronted with this information,
will cite "rags to riches" stories and
say that everyone has an equal
chance in America - that those who
don't succeed are simply "lazy" or
"letting opportunities pass them
by". I believe that those "rags to
riches" stories and suggestions of
mere "laziness" as the cause of
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For Big Brother By Easter Z. Wood
non-advancement are a type of
"spurious news" distributed by
America's Party to try and make the
masses believe that there is no
injustice in the world; that each person's economic situation is solely
based on their individual effort and
has nothing to do with the structure
of society, nothing to do with their
race or social class and most importantly, nothing to do with history.
Such stories and suggestions overlook a very important fact: History
does not happen in a vacuum;
everything that has happened in the
past affects what is happening right
now. In fact, the system used to
"break" Africans during slavery
was guaranteed by its author to
control their descendants for "at
least 300 years" (Lynch, 2) and it's
only been about half that time since
slavery ended.
Regardless of one's opinion on
the previous ideas, there is a plethora of evidence of the American
Party's war against its Proles that
cannot be ignored or denied. One of
the most compelling pieces is the
informal adoption of the Ingsoc
Party's tenets: War is Peace,
Ignorance is Strength, and Freedom
is Slavery. At this very moment, the
president of the United States is
justifying a war with Iraq saying it
is the only way to bring about peace
and national security. Although Iraq
never directly threatened the United
States and Iraq's leader, Saddam
Hussein, who were told was the real
threat, has already been removed
from power, the president says War
is Peace, and so he continues with
the war - and those who oppose his
decision have generally stayed
quiet for fear of being charged with
the thoughtcrime of being unpatriotic. Similar situations have
occurred during several American
presidencies; the U.S. has become
involved in war in the name of
peace at the opposition of many of
its people on more than one occasion, and who has always personally invited them to fight? Uncle
Sam. His likeness has been, and
still is, prominently displayed in
most armed forces recruiting
offices on large posters with the
ominous caption UNCLE SAM
WANTS YOU.
The Ignorance is Strength tenet
is ironically to some extent true in
American society: The ignorance of
the masses has largely been and
still is Uncle Sam's strength and he
knows it - this is why I believe he
goes through great lengths to keep

his urban Proles ignorant of true
facts. As noted in the book, Lies
My Teacher Told Me, "rich capitalists control all three major TV networks, most newspapers, and all
the textbook-publishing companies,
and thus possess immense power to
shape the way we talk and think
about current events" (Loewen,
275). I believe they chiefly use that
power to present events in a distorted light. Their sensationalist style
of reporting, exclusion of some
facts and "accidental" inclusion of
others is designed to get the masses
to rally behind whatever Uncle Sam
says they should.
During one of his recent
national addresses, U.S. president,
George W. Bush, "accidentally"
littered the false statement that
Saddam Hussein was attempting to
procure nuclear materials from
Africa even after several intelligence agency reports advised him
that this fact was erroneous
("Truth"). I don't believe this to be
any mistake. I believe that Bush
knows, as others before him knew:
The less people know, the stronger
their belief in whatever you tell
them. Although he later rescinded
the statement, Bush wanted everyone to believe this falsehood to be
true so he could continue to justify
his War is Peace stance.
Aside from this one incident,
the news media was highly instrumental in helping Bush get people
"fired up" about going to war. From
stating over and over that another
devastating terrorist attack was
"imminent," to consistently pointing out the shortcomings in our
national defense system, mass
media did a great job of scaring
people into "fight or flight" mode.
Since most people aren't ready for
flight, in the form of leaving the
country, the only option left is to
fight. Right? The panic incited by
constant media reports of unfounded threats pushed many Americans
to the point where they were ready
to go and fight Saddam themselves
in the name of "American
Freedom" - even though our freedom was never actually threatened.
The public's fear and ignorance
was the president's strength in starting the war and their continued
ignorance allows it to trudge on. As
people learn more of the truth about
the war, they become less enthusiastic about it - a logical explanation
for wanting to keep the masses
ignorant.
The perpetuation of ignorance

is not relegated to the media and
current events. The Party states several times throughout Orwell's
1984, "who controls the present
controls the past" (Orwell) and
since it controls Oceania's present,
it also controls Oceania's past: the
presentation of its history. Since we
have recognized that "rich capitalists" control the present in America,
for all intents and purposes, it also
stands to reason that they control
the past: the presentation of
American history.
The books that supposedly
teach the history of the United
States are riddled with errors, both
of omission and commission.
James W. Loewen, historian and
co-writer of the first integrated state
history textbook, believes that these
errors are allowed to go uncorrected from edition to edition in part
because "textbook authors seem to
believe that Americans can only be
loyal to their government only so
long as they believe it has never
done anything bad" {Loewen, 235).
He even had his own book rejected
by several school districts because,
in being more accurate than many
others, it was considered "too negative". He and I ask: How can the
truth be "too negative"? Truth is
only negative when it's ignorance
you seek.
As it was in Oceania, the result
of these actions in America - the
deferment of funds to war, the perpetuation of ignorance - is the continued subjugation of the underclass and, for all intents and purposes, their slavery. Slaves worked
hard and were only provided with
enough food and clothes to survive;
many urban Americans work more
than 40 hours a week and only earn
enough to survive. Who is really
reaping the fruit of their labor?
Although they are technically free,
in a twist of fate, their Freedom is
Slavery. Unfortunately, I believe
Uncle Sam wants it to stay that
way: He defers precious manpower
and equipment to the military while
public schools are severely understaffed, under funded and desperately in need of supplies. He
spends billions in Iraq while even
the president's own wife appeals to
the nation to donate money to feed
the 2.6 million American urban
youth that go hungry daily (Second
Harvest). He spends billions more a
year on producing "rubbishy entertainment" to keep urban youth
focused on sex and materialism and
away from consciousness because

he realizes the oxymoron that
Orwell presents in reference to the
Proles: "until they have become
conscious they will never rebel, and
until after they have rebelled they
can't become conscious" (Orwell,
61).
I believe that Urban Youth
need to do what Public Enemy said
and "Fight the Power" - the power
that funnels their money and opportunity away from them, the power
that goes to such great lengths to
keep them ignorant, the power that
keeps them "working, breeding and
dying...without impulse to rebel" because I believe, as 1984's protagonist Winston believed of the
Proles, that "if there is hope, it lies
in [them] because only there in
those swarming, disregarded masses could the force to overthrow the
Party ever be generated" (Orwell,
60).
Notes
1. Supported by statistics
obtained from U.S. Census Bureau:
Statistical abstract of the United
States: 2000
2. Figure compiled from statistics
obtained from U.S. Census Bureau:
Statistical abstract of the United
States: 2000
3. Figure compiled from visits to
several institutions' websites (including University of Michigan, Ohio State
University
and
Florida
State
University) and from the National
Center for Education Statistics
4. Several networks reported
these happenings including ABC,
NBC, CBS, FOX and CNN
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Exploring Transfer

n March 2005 1 wrote an article that
sought to raise the awareness of
urban college students to the possibilities of applying to a wide range of colleges outside of Hunter, York and City. I
asked the question, where was the presence of urban community-college students in Ivy League colleges. Was it
because the option of going to a prestigious college never crossed their minds
or was it that no one had presented it on
a silver platter, like it is for some other
students? Bronx Community College, I
present to you a program at Vassar
College called Exploring Transfer for
Community College students to introduce them to college life on a residential
college.
Vassar College, in Poughkeepsie
New York, was created in 1861 and was
one of the Seven Sister schools in the
19th century. The Seven Sister schools
were named so because of their comparison to Ivy League colleges at a time
when the curriculum criteria at women's
colleges did not equal the ones taught at
men universities ~ such as Harvard and
Yale. In 1969 Vassar became the first of
two of the sister schools to open its doors
to men.
And it was off to Vassar College this
summer for me for Exploring Transfers
in its 20th anniversary year. Previous
Exploring Transfer students have also
gone to colleges such as Colombia,
Smith, Wesley, Vassar and Yale. What's
Exploring Transfer all about? Let me
share with you my experience that will
forever have a lasting memory of personal growth and discovery for me.
Exploring Transfer is a five-week
intensive reading and writing program to
introduce students to the demands,
atmosphere, and socialization needed in a
four-year private, prestigious liberal arts
college. Exploring Transfer is intended
for motivated community-college students "who are drawn from populations
underrepresented in higher education,"
states ET's web page.
The program provides housing in a
residential dormitory, three meals a day
and books for classes. Students are
assigned two classes on a full-time class
schedule four days a week. Students are
expected to participate in class discus-

I

By Maryam Abdul-Aleem

sions and interact with
other students outside
the classroom. The
required books are not
boring textbook material but interesting literary
works
like
American Woman by
Susan Choi, Home to
Harlem by Claude
McKay,
and
The
Complete Stories of
Flannery O 'Connor.
Becoming aware
of the program at
Vassar College by
word of mouth from
two professors, I was
later
directed
by
Professor
Malcolm
Schryer. I googled
Exploring Transfer at
Vassar College and
downloaded the application. The application
requires
mid-term
grades, three recommendations and a 500word essay.
One
morning
before
classes
Professor Schryer called and told me that
I had been accepted into the five-week
intensive summer program. I was so
shocked and happy that I overlooked the
intensive description of the opportunity.
On Saturday June 18th I set out to live on
campus and go to summer school at
Vassar College. With my lamp, beanbag,
clothes and stomach full of butterflies, I
sat in the passenger side of the car while
my brother drove through the entrance at
Vassar College with 2Pac playing on the
stereo to calm my nerves.
As we drove through the campus
looking for Davison Hall, the dormitory I
would be living in for the five weeks, I
observed some of the most beautiful and
diverse trees and buildings I have ever
seen. Getting out of the car I nervously
took a deep breath and walked up the
steps while students scrambled all around
me with their pillows and fans. At the top
of the stairs, behind the two big doors, a
room with a piano, couches and bookcases stared me in the face. To the right of
the "common room," a table with smiling
counselors with keys and envelopes
greeted me to Vassar College's Exploring
Transfer 2005. I did not anticipate the
stress level and many sleepless nights I
would have, how many words I would
consume from either reading or writing
within five weeks.
After dropping off my things in the
room and waving my family off, I went
downstairs and got on line for my books.
I was taking two transferable credit classes, Sociology through Literature, and
Africana, Movement, Migration and
Mobility. All of the students I spoke to
while standing on line for the books were
diverse in color, culture and age. All of
the students and counselors were frighteningly polite and friendly and, by the
end of the first two days, everyone
became one big supportive "family."
Many of the community-college students
were
from
BMCC,
LaGuardia
Community
College,
Duchess
Community
College,
Westchester
Community College, Los Angeles City
College and Southern Maine Community
College; I was the only one from Bronx
Community College. Some of the colleges lent their students laptops, printers

and provided them with transportation to
' set them off.
On the first night before classes
began, a written assignment for the
Sociology through Literature class was
due on the topic "who are you and how
do you know." Everyone in the dorm
was nervously working on something
when I went down stairs to print my
paper in one of the four counselor's
rooms at 12 am.
I handed the CD with my paper to
the counselor, Ria, and watched her fiddle with her computer — for what seemed
too long — and then she looked up at me
and said, "There's nothing on this disk."
All I could think of was the salesman in
the electronic store who assured me the
laptop would save all Word documents
on the disk as he smiled when he sold me
the refurbished laptop a day before I left
for Vassar. After Ria came up to my
room and tried to find the problem with
my computer, 1 believe I met every single
person in Davison Hall that night in
search of help to make my laptop retrieve
my paper.
Adjusting to college life at a residential dorm was as educational as the
classes themselves. The first few days of
classes I was very intimidated by being in
a circle where all of the students were
very smart academically. Every class is
taught by two professors, one is a community-college professor, while the other
professor teaches at Vassar College.
Having two professors in class was
spooky at first because you'd get two
copies of the same paperback with extensive personal comments with two different perspectives from two different personalities. One professor would write
comments on the papers for content on a
sociological theory and how you applied
it, for example, while the other professor
would check for sentence structure and
issues dealing with grammar. The professors would challenge your thoughts
and ideas while the atmosphere and students on the campus would stimulate
your intellect. You'd walk out of class
every day wanting to work harder the
next day or participate in class more.
The course syllabus for both of my
classes combined required nine books to
be read, two presentations to be made,
about two papers every week and
assigned handouts and
video watching. While
at Vassar I walked to
breakfast reading and
talked about the readings with other students
after having dreamt
about next week's readings and waking up
thinking of the study
group I'd plan on
attending to better
understand the readings.
Strangely, I walked
away from Vassar loving every single minute
of it.
I loved Exploring
Transfer for the wonderful professors
who
encouraged you to keep
in touch after their job
was officially completed. They encouraged
you to widen your view
on the world and the
possibilities that await
you.
I loved Vassar for

the conversations that we had as students
from diverse backgrounds, such as living
on a reservation, and leaving countries
alone at young ages in search for education. I heard ideas that I had previously
never been exposed to. I loved eating at
the retreat ~ one of the places the students ate after classes were over and
where professors made themselves available to students.
I loved waking up mornings to the
beautiful scenery and closing the day
with the crisp nights. I loved the books I
read and confidence I gained by being
pushed to a limit I never knew existed.
Students participated in stress
relievers like costume parties, barbeques
and softball, trips, and the midnight
scream — the college's tradition where
students go out to the yard and scream
before finals — in our case before the last
three papers were due. Many days and
nights, when taking a break from work,
students would verbalize how honored
and "privileged" they felt by being
picked to benefit from Vassar College's
Exploring Transfer program. We would
talk about the differences we felt in our
normal urban atmospheres and their
urban hassles, compared to the beauty
and peace felt in a residential college
atmosphere. I often had moments when I
meditated on the thought of wishing that
more urban students that I saw everyday
could sit where I sat, read what I read,
and learned what I learned. When will
you apply to this educational program for
the opportunity of getting a sample of
college life at a rigorous liberal arts college?
On graduation day, after receiving a
diploma for the program, I thanked Tom
McGlinchey, the Coordinator of ET, for
the opportunity. He replied, " Tell your
school to send more people [to the program]; you now have to be an ambassador for Exploring Transfer." I told him
that was what I planned to do.
Anyone interested in Exploring
Transfer in 2006 at Vassar College can
contact me at Jafreely@aol.com or go
online and goggle Exploring Transfer —
or write in to Vassar directly.
Vassar College
124 Raymond Ave.
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
845-43 7-7000/ www. Vassar.edu
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Study Abroad: Bringing the Experience to

through Journaling

By Easter Z. Wood
does the same for you.
Please note that the
information in my journal
comes solely from me
and from my experiences.
The opinions expressed
are mine, unless otherwise noted, and my journal's publication in The
Communicator does not
imply its endorsement of
my opinions.
Saturday
June 25, 2005
10am AKWABA!
So it's my first
morning in the motherland - WOW! I had to
force myself to start writing because I'm still a bit
lethargic after the long
trip. My feet swole a bit,
but they seem to have
gone down for the most
part and the little free
his summer, I was afforded and incred- radio that came with my sunscreen works!
ible experience: the opportunity to I'm excited about that - doesn't take much
study abroad in Ghana, West Africa huh?
,through the CUNY study abroad program.
I just made myself a cup of instant
The title of the course was "A Study of Nescafe coffee - complete with sugar cubes
Psychology in Western Africa" and much of and powdered milk. We are staying at the
the focus was on the trans-Atlantic slave Miklin Hotel in East Legon, and today we
trade and its psychological, economic and will go to the University campus and then up
sociological effects on those who actually North to Pokuase to Dr. Canson's house up
experienced it and their descendents who there. [Note: Dr.
were spread throughout the world in Patricia Canson is the
Diaspora. The course was taught through a chair of the psycholovariety of mediums, including lectures from gy department at
distinguished professors at the University of Medgar
Evers
Ghana, tours of historical sites throughout the College, the campus
country and processing sessions led by the that sponsored the
course coordinator. The course was facilitat- trip. As she is also a
ed and taught by Dr. Patricia Canson, who is Yoruba priest, she
the chairperson of the psychology department facilitated the acaat Medgar Evers College, a Yoruba priest demic and ritualistic
and, generally, a wonderful storehouse of aspects of the trip.]
knowledge.
I still can't
Throughout the trip, I kept a journal believe I'm here - I
(which is something I would suggest to any- still don't think it has quite sunken in as yet.
one studying abroad or having any kind of The plane ride was a little tedious for me this
new or unusual experience) and I have decid- time, but it was great because everyone
ed to share my journal with you. It will be applauded when the plane landed. That doespublished in 4 parts throughout the semester n't happen when you land in Europe or the
so I hope you are able to follow the journey states, but that just shows you hoe different
from beginning to end - I've added some edi- WE are - grateful for everything!
torial notes where appropriate to help things
Oh, interesting coincidence - I had
come together. As you read, I'd like you to been carrying a crossword puzzle with me for
absorb and internalize the experience and several days from the Daily News. I pulled it
imagine yourself there - you can always find out on the JFK to Amsterdam flight and guess
out facts and information from books and the what one of the clues was? "Accra locale" internet, but experience is something that you GHANA! Isn't that interestingly freaky? The
generally have to have first-hand. Through cosmos knows...
Journaling and then sharing your journals,
6:30 pm
you can bring your experiences to life for
We're back in our room - it's been a
someone who may not have a chance to do
LONG day and I'm tired, but we're going to
what you did - and that's what I hope to do
a party! "Auntie" Charlotte, the woman who
here.
made many of our arrangements and who will
Aside from generally sharing my expebe cooking for us, is having a birthday. Dr.
rience, another large part of the reason that I
Canson made her a nice bouquet and bought
chose to publish my journal is that a good
her a bottle of Moet and we're going to her
majority of students at this school come from
house in a little while. We went to her restauplaces in the Caribbean, like Haiti, the
rant - the Basement - on the Legon campus,
Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Puerto
went to the ForEx (foreign exchange) to
Rico; places in South and Central America,
change our dollars into cedis (Ghana's curlike Honduras, Panama, and Brazil; and, of
rency) and we went by Dr. Canson's house,
course, the United States. What do all of
although we couldn't get in because she had
these places have in common? Most of the
new doors put on and doesn't have the key...
inhabitants of these countries can trace their
We also went to the town of Osu and visited
ancestry back to a mixture between the native
Mr. and Mrs. Hakim - two famous Lebanese
populations of the given land (Native
jewelers. They have absolutely gorgeous
Americans, Brazilian Indians, etc.),
things and they were visited by Bill Clinton
Europeans and/or Africans brought to the
when he was president. I bought a great
"new world" as a result of the trans-Atlantic
earcuff with the Gye Nyame adinkra symbol
slave trade. This mixture accounts for the
on it. Very cute indeed. [Note: "Gye Nyame"
wide array of skin tones, hair textures and
means "except God" and is one of the most
(mostly European) languages found amongst
widely used adinkra symbols. It symbolizes
those who hail from these places. With so
the power of God and that there is nothing
many things that serve to tear us apart and so
except for Him and His will - nothing else
much needless animosity between various
should be feared or revered. Ghanaians, and
people of color, I think it's very important for
Africans in general, are traditionally relius to realize that we are largely from the same
gious, God-fearing people regardless of the
"stock" and this experience really crystallized
particular faith they belong to.]
that idea in my mind. I hope reading about it

T

First impressions: the people are indeed
quite friendly, as everyone has said. There is
a definite divide between the rich and the
poor, although not a physical one. There are
mansions and shacks on the same street in
some cases, and dirt roads connected to
paved ones.
Sunday - June 26, 2005
1:15 am
We just returned from "Auntie"
Charlotte's house and I must say - we had a
grand time. [Note: as a sign of respect,
Ghanaians generally refer people who are
older than them with a title like "Auntie" or
"Uncle," even when there is no blood relation
and both are adults] Her home is beautiful
and she cooked great food. We were served
by her friend Dinah's daughter whose name,
Miesema, means "third daughter" as Dinah
had 3 - actually 4 girls in a row. I've discovered that I don't like banku, (Note: banku is a
traditional Ghanaian dish made with pounded
yam and/or ground corn that has been fermented) but I did decide to eat some SPICY
kebabs and anyone that knows me knows that
I don't do spicy. I joked that I had to come
HOME before I developed a taste for such
things. We were invited to another of
"Auntie" Charlotte's friends' houses tomorrow - well, tonight, for her birthday. I am
really ecstatic to be here. I think it's sinking
in a bit more and I am really feeling like
HOME. We had wonderful conversations,
very candid ones,
about
Blacks,
Whites, Africans
and Americans and
I was grateful that
everyone expressed
themselves
so
freely. (Note: A
mixed group of
Ghanaians
and
Americans talking.)
A few of us
expressed our disdain
for
the
Mormons - who 20 years ago would not let a
Black person step foot in their churches but
who are now here trying to convert our brothers and sisters because they now recognize
our strength. Aside from proliferating
through Ghana, they are also all over Harlem
and the Black South, which doesn't really sit
very well with us either. I did get to call home
and tell mom, dad, and Jamal I'm ok. Good to
hear those voices...
9:03 am
The second morning has started well.
I'm dressed and ready for the breakfast - I'm
HUNGRY! We'll be leaving at 10 to go to the
Aburi Woodcarvers' village and we're going to
have a tour of the
University of Ghana
(Legon) campus that is
HUGE. I had a hard time
sleeping for some reason.
Well - I know why, my
mind was going a million
miles and hour and I
couldn't get it to stop. I
knew this trip would be
highly contemplative and
introspective but I didn't
expect it to start so soon.
Coming HOME has made
me think about my life,
my self, and hard changes
that I may have to
make...
Monday
June 27, 2005
12:16 am
In bed at last... of
course, I was falling
asleep in the van earlier
on the way to our evening
outing, but now I'm not
so sleepy. Aburi was
absolutely great! Going

up the mountain on that narrow, winding road
was an adventure in itself but the village was
something else. Stalls were set up and as you
walk by, the carvers call you over and everyone wants you to buy and offers you a "nice
price." I bought a few things to give as gifts
to my family, a few friends - oh and to
President Williams as well. I also, of course,
bought a pair of kissing lovers to hang in
Jamal's house. I bought myself a beaded
necklace with an ivory pendant that's shaped
like Africa but also a woman's face. I may try
to get a better chain or choker to put it on
because I don't want to lose it. (Note: It has
not left my neck since I returned to the states)
I also bought a nice "ganja weave" bracelet
with a cowry on it from a strapping young
carver named Alpha who told me I have a
"strong body" - *smile*.
As we descended the mountain, we
rode through real country villages with mud
huts, wooden stalls and shacks, and children
playing and fetching water. Beautiful scene interesting though to see in the middle of that
some wooden booths selling cell phones and
cards... and, of course, perms and weaves.
Rita Marley has a PHAT house right down
the road from the Woodcarvers that is just
fabulous! It's all decked out with red, gold,
and green and it's HUGE. (Note: I just read
an article that said she lives there with 37
grandchildren!) I was upset to realize that my
batteries were dead... the electrical current is
of course different and the converter specifically says not to use it with battery chargers.
Ok, I'm over it...
We had a nice lunch at the Zara restaurant and I ate more spicy stuff and liked it.
Mom will never believe it. I joked with Dr. C.
that my mom thought I would lose weight
here -1 think NOT! Between the food and the
beer I'll probably need to get my Slimfast on
when I get back! We had fried grouper, joloff
rice (a spicy rice dish), keJewe/e (sweef plantain fried in spicy oil and rolled in groundnuts), parsley potatoes and salad for lunch
and at "Auntie" Abie's house (the friend of
"Auntie" Charlotte), we had gizzard and goat
kebabs, humus, grilled chicken, spicy minced
meat, jolof rice and potatoes.
Auntie Abie's house was fun. I had a
great conversation with an older gentleman
named Mike (Mr. Mike - remember that
respect thing) who did not at all look his age
(72). Gotta love how many of us age - or
don't. Everyone was so sweet and accommodating and we had a great time. Mr. Mike said
he was SURE someone here would want to
make me his Queen and he encouraged me to
become a "Queen of Development" by spearheading some type of development project.
Not a bad idea...
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"This Summer. ."
here there is no space or
dimension that reminds
me of that grace and
grandeur from which I came; I seek
to be far, far, far away from. My
midnight wanderings lead me
nowhere on these indignant streets
with its million criminal eyes and
hard lipped grins reflecting the generations that have lost teeth, eyes,
spirit and song in this urban cancer
that is getting real old, real fast.
Where would I go? Or is leaving
even an answer to this hellish problem of flesh, situation and apparent
bad timing...! know that I must
escape, but how?
The women of each street form
flocks of vicious vultures with their
painted beaks and preened breasts
out for the hunt or sacrifice, and the
men huddle up in what looks like
ancient prayer circles conspiring
with whatever Gods to doom this
plain and back it up into the recesses of a "to be" dusty history book. I
need an answer or a ticket or a muse
that will sweep me up and off to the
shores of a city where the sky
bleeds forth a beautiful spectrum of
hope, and the wet cobbled stones
will welcome my feet with cool
sighs instead of the defensive
shouts and howls that these streets
and all its other damned crisscrossed avenues offer me. I want a
different home, and I see the sun
rising in slow motion here mocking
me at each degree of its altitude for
falling impotent to the challenge of

W

choice.
There are no specific ailments
from which I suffer, but thought
and dream I suppose. Minds are
awakened by their surroundings
and once the reality of "here" sinks
in, it seems, for me anyway, that
living becomes the chore that it was
never supposed to be.
I dodge the flailing, hemorrhaging, bruised and shattered
limbs of the 5 a.m. junkies and leap
over their harpoon hypodermics,
skip past the 60 thousand dollar
gangster cars blasting bass and sick
looks into my eyes as I aim for the
bodega to grab a cup of coffee, cigarettes and a soft piece of bread; is
that morning or is it rather the way
that man mourns for the failure at
not being able to sit at the alter of
the saints? They sicken me; and I
too must make them uneasy, these
"people" "Who is that kid, look at
him?" ~ they must say, as I stumble
down the unwanted sidewalks of
each minefield borough I awaken to
in my tattered clothes with a crumpled notebook jutting out from my
under chic pants and head full of
awfully unkempt hair, scribbling
down what I see as the "we" travel
by in desperately confused droves
through day's insincere commitment to humanity I might be torturing myself, but I know that there is
life in other places besides here in
this toxic orchard where our rotten
apple has grown.
"There is culture here, diversi-

By Michael Angelo

ty, 24 hours of intercontinental cuisine, culture, culture, culture,
opportunity, sophistication, lowincome housing and fair treatment
for all. We are all the same but
unique in our own way and living
the way each of us is entitled to."
These mantras and silly political
"pick-me-ups" make me wretch.
We are not all the same and we are
not sophisticated; there is a culture
here, one of death and denial.
Nothing is right and everything
seems to be upside down. The
everyday is riddled with contempt,
hate, deception and vile, vile
things; dealers on the corners and
gunshots that echo through our
black starless New York sky making it all seem so surreal. When
your head hits the pillow is there a
reason to go outside, and is there
really any way to find beauty
throughout the course of the day?
For me there is less and less joy as
I stay here.
Nihilistic; no, I don't think so,
I honestly believe that this place of
my birth is doomed and there is
nothing that can save us from ourselves, that is an inescapable reality
amigo. Homeless men stabbing
women at every turn, neglected
children roam the parks and neighborhoods with foul mouths and vindictive eyes, poor ragged souls ravaging garbage cans for bottles and
hopeless secondhand knick knacks,
illegal immigrants with legitimate
rights and feelings which are of

paramount importance and concern, unnatural breasts regarded as
real achievements of supernatural
beauty, social drinkers and date
rapists, hoodlums, disease, bastard
children, no hope, sick from existence the multitude with their hard
faces standing on the welfare lines
outside 139th street's main "Crisis
Center"; we are all in crisis! And
yet the sun goes back to its roost
and the killers kill and we stare at
coldly at each other in the overpriced and under secure cattle car
subway trains, off to make a buck
and pay a confusing amount of
taxes to a government that has long
forgotten about all of us little guys
down here. Maybe Travis Bickle
(the name of Robert DeNiro's character in Taxi Driver) had it right
when he said that we needed a real
rain to come down and wash all the
filth off these streets?
I will find that place, and I will
bring all of my finely polished New
York charm with me. The landscapes and horizons that I seek are
quite real and ultimately quite tangible; I have seen the depths that
man is capable of sinking to and I
have tasted the tonic of hope as
well, infrequently of course, but
still I know that feeling, and I can
get it back again. As for you, how
was your summer?
Faculty/Student Feedback:
senorputin@yahoo. com

The Outsourcing Of US Jobs:
Short-Term Risk? Or Long-Term Benefit?
By Nicole Natal
here has been a continuous
debate on the subject of the
outsourcing of U.S. jobs to
countries overseas and whether or not
the loss of jobs for Americans due to
overseas trade is worth the gamble.
When we discuss the exporting of U.S.
jobs, we also examine its results, such
as the loss of jobs for skilled Americans
and its effects domestically.
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When we review a topic such as
outsourcing of U.S. employment overseas we must look at the issue in totality. The primary focus of outsourcing
jobs outside of the U.S. is to receive
cheaper labor while stabilizing or
improving the U.S. economy and, in
the process, insourcing jobs to the U.S.
However, every cause has its own
effects and, in order to reach a common
goal for unified improvement and economic advancement, there will always
be a substantial number of people who
will suffer.

itage.org argues, it is but a myth that
Americans do not reap the benefits of
outsourcing jobs: " The number of jobs
coming from other countries to the U.S.
(jobs "insourced") is growing at a
faster rate than jobs lost overseas.
According to the Organization for
International Investment, the numbers
of manufacturing jobs insourced to the
United States grew by 82 percent,
while the number outsourced overseas
grew by only 23 percent. Moreover,
these insourced jobs are often higherpaying than those outsourced."

However, others may express the
belief that exporting U.S. jobs overseas
is a bad idea. According to the
DetNews.com, "Outsourcing whitecollar jobs to low-wage countries such
as India and China has thrown some
Americans out of work, but a new
report predicts that the trend will ultimately lower inflation, create jobs and
boost productivity in the United
States." However, given the current
So, that brings us to the next ques- increases on gas prices, cost of living
tion: What are the benefits of outsourc- and miscellaneous items, one may
ing jobs? As an online article on her- argue that the price increase and the

individual setbacks are perhaps the
highest prices to pay.
Since the beginning of outsourcing of U.S. jobs there has been a repeated outcry from workers who have lost
their positions due to their companies
outsourcing. Here is a statement from
one former employer, Char Clingman
(who had worked with AT&T) in an
online article on

ment rate, "...was 5.1 percent in July
2005, up from 4.9 percent in June." So,
statistically speaking, the unemployment rate (in New York State) has
increased. This is not to say it is solely
due to the fact that jobs (from major
companies) are being exported overseas but this is a truth that undeniably
can play an active role in the increase
of unemployment.

OutsourceOutrage.com. "In these
past 2+ years since my job was outsourced, landing a job has been impossible. I can't get a tech job because
employers prefer to staff their support
team with exploitable cheap labor. I
can't get a clerical nor retail job
because I am told I am overqualified. I
am truly between a rock and a hard
place." This comment truly exemplifies the frustration of workers (all over)
who deal with the consequence of job
trade who now are experiencing the
difficulty to now find another position
that is suitable for them.

The issue of the "job trade to
countries overseas" is indeed a complicated one. We have CEO's of companies who contemplate and favor the
choice of "less expensive labor." Then,
we have politicians who believe business trade assists in the advancement of
our economy and, on the other hand,
we also have the American workers
who are at a loss. So, Americans may
argue that our politicians and the owners of these businesses should put the
needs of their workeVs first. It is too a
high a cost to place monetary gain over
the loss of trust of the Americans to
their government leaders.

According, to the New York State
Department of Labor the unemploy-
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No Excuses: Youth Assembly at United Nations Pushes MDGs
By Easter Z. Wood
o you know what the
MDGs are? If you are like
the average American, the
answer is probably "no," and the
organizations present at the 2nd
Annual Youth Assembly at the
United Nations want to see that
change - and fast.
The Millennium Development
Goals, or MDGs, are 8 specific
goals that were developed by the
United Nations and which are
aimed at solving many of the
developmental problems faced by
the world's poorest nations. The
goals, developed in the year 2000,
are lofty but attainable, and the UN
has given the year 2015 as the target date for their accomplishment.

D

The 8 Millennium Development
Goals are to:
1. Eradicate extreme poverty
and hunger by reducing by
at least half the number of
people living on less than $ 1
per day and reducing by at
least half the number of
people
suffering
from
extreme hunger.
2. Achieve universal primary
education, ensuring that all
boys and girls receive at
least a full course of primary schooling.
3. Promote gender equality
and empower women by
eliminating gender disparities first in primary and sec-

ondary education and then
universally.
4. Reduce child mortality reduce the number of children that die before age 5 by
at least half.
5. Improve maternal health
in order to reduce maternal
mortality by at least three
quarters.
6. Combat
HIV/AIDS,
malaria and other diseases
- halt and begin to reverse
the spread of HIV/AIDS,
malaria and other communicable diseases.
7. Ensure
environmental
sustainability to reduce by
at least half the number of
people who don't have sustainable access to safe
drinking water, among other
environmental goals
8. Develop a global partnership for development in
order to ensure fair trade
and other practices that will
enable developing countries
to help themselves.
It's been 5 years since the
MDGs were drafted and the purpose of the 2nd Annual Youth
Assembly held at the UN, entitled
"Young
People
Making
a
Difference," was to raise awareness
of the MDGs and discuss their
progress, or lack thereof, in the 191
member nations of the UN.
Approximately 200 youth came

APPLY FOR TARGET SCHOLARSHIPS
Deadline to Apply for Target Ail-Around Scholarships Is
November 1, 2005

ne $25,000 grand scholarship and 625 $1,000 scholarships will be awarded to students with records of outstanding
community service and volunteerism. The deadline to apply for
Target Ail-Around Scholarships is
approaching. All applications are
due November 1, 2005 via
Target.com/education.
The
Target
All-Around
Scholarship program rewards college-bound students or undergraduate college students under age 24
who have demonstrated an extensive
commitment to volunteerism and
community service. Now in its ninth
year, the program will reward 625
scholarships valued at $1,000 each
and one $25,000 grand scholarship.
Target All-Around Scholarship
recipients are selected based on their
commitment
to
volunteerism,
including number of community volunteer service hours; volunteer leadership awards and honors; appraisal
form completed by a volunteer
supervisor or leader; essay on volunteer service; and grade point average
of 2.0 or higher.
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from countries spanning 6 continents to join in the discussions and
network with each other. Many of
those in attendance were from
countries that are greatly affected
by the issues addressed by the
MDGs.
Representatives from many
activist organizations such as the
Global Youth Action Network,
Peaceways, Miracle Corners of the
World and UNICEF were present
to facilitate plenary lectures and
workshops. Special guests also
included
former
Assistant
Secretary General of the UN,
Gillian Sorensen, and Arun
Gandhi, grandson of the legendary
Mahatma Gandhi and founder of
the Mahatma Gandhi Institute for
Non-Violence, who gave a very
rousing talk about the importance
of a commitment to peace. The
Assembly ended with a flag ceremony led by a representative from
the World Peace Prayer Society, an
organization that works for peace
on earth in part by erecting "peace
poles" - to date more than 200,000
poles have been planted in 180
countries around the world.
One third of the time allotted
for the realization of the MDGs has
passed and, unfortunately, the situation is not looking too good —
especially
with
regard
to
HIV/AIDS and hunger. As opposed
to halting, the HIV/AIDS epidemic
is growing (the United States has

the fastest growth rate of any
developed country in the world)
and there is a massive famine
affecting more than 2 million people in the African nation of Niger
while we routinely throw food
away.
Now the important question:
Why should you care? Well, many
students
attending
Bronx
Community
College
(maybe
YOU?) hail from developing countries, such as The Dominican
Republic, Haiti, Puerto Rico,
Nigeria and Ghana, that are greatly
affected by poverty, lack of education, the HIV/AIDS epidemic and
other issues that the MDGs seek to
address. Although you may be here
now, it is likely that you still have
family in your home country and
would like to return someday. The
sad reality is, without the realization of the MDGs, you may not
have much to return to. The MDGs
seek to create a sustainable future
for all the people of the world, and
that is something that all of us,
regardless of where we are from,
should care about.
For your own sake and for the
sake of those in the countries you
call home - GET INVOLVED!
There are many ways to take
action, and most don't require you
to spend any money, or even a lot
of time. For many people, maybe
even some you care about, it's a
matter of life and death - literally.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
31 October to 3 November 2005
Global Citizenship through Tolerance and Understanding

"Target is committed to making
his fall, Bronx Community
a real difference by supporting eduCollege will be celebrating
cation for students across the counInternational Education Week.
try," said Laysha Ward, vice presi- The theme is "Global Citizenship
dent, community relations, Target. through
Tolerance
and
"Target created the Ail-Around Understanding."
A number of activities will be
Scholarship to recognize students
hosted
by the college from October 31
whose achievements go beyond the
classroom and extend into the com- to November 3, 2005, and we invite
your participation. These events will
munity through volunteer efforts."
promote
the idea of religious, cultural
Past winners of Target's
$25,000 scholarship include Haley and ethnic tolerance and understandReimbold, who excelled in the class- ing among individuals.
Inauguration of BCC's Center
room, but also volunteered as a staff
for Tolerance and Understanding
member at a youth leadership camp,
One of the headline activities
and Sarah Glickman, who created
will be a forum on the Truth and
"Living Journals," taped conversa- Reconciliation hearings in South
tions of people living in hospices and Africa and the U.S. This forum will
nursing homes. Tapes were given to examine the process and surrounding
family members and contained inter- issues in both countries with comesting stories, family histories, anec- mentaries by distinguished speakers.
dotes and advice for future genera- This session will be scheduled on
tions.
November 3 from 12:00-2:00 pm durFor more information on the ing club hours, and we hope you will
Target Ail-Around Scholarship, encourage your students to attend and
please visit Target.com/education participate.
and
click
on
Ail-Around
A Variety of Other Activities
Scholarships. No paper applications
Will
Be Offered During the Week
will be accepted.
During the week, other activities

T

include classroom lectures by visiting
Fulbright scholars, a student roundtable discussion on the challenges and
benefits of life in the U.S., an essay
contest and a "Guess Where" photo
competition, and an International art
exposition and food fair.
To help make the week a success
we are asking you to do the following:
• Enter the essay competition
which calls for a one-page essay with
approximately 250 words about
"Where I Come From." Winning
essays will be displayed during the
week, and essayists will receive
prizes.
• Submit an interesting photo
from one of your international experiences that would be appropriate for a
"Guess Where" photo competition.
Further information about both
activities will be forthcoming within
the next few weeks.
We look forward to your participation in promoting international education during the week and helping to
make our students better global citizens.
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Can Universal Primary Education Be

by 2015?

By Ezra Christopher
he United Nations Millennium goal
of realizing worldwide primary
education by 2015 may prove elusive for member states if they do not properly lay the foundation for a healthy educational environment. A healthy educational
environment must be free from political
instability, and it must foster learning by
having well trained teachers and an adequate education system. It must be free
from gender discrimination in classrooms,
encourage the provision of education on
healthcare, and take into account varied
cultural values of countries. The absence
of these factors puts in jeopardy the success of the other seven UN Millennium
Development commitments made by
world leaders in September 2000 at a UN
summit.
Can women be empowered if they
are not educated about their rights? Can
there be a global improvement in combating HIV/AIDS and other illnesses if people are not taught how to protect and care
for themselves? According to Amir
Doosal, Executive Director of the UN
Fund for International Partnerships, the
answer to these questions lies in education.
Doosal, speaking at a recent UN youth
symposium, recognized that by laying the
cornerstone of primary education in a
favorable environment, people are better
able to see an improvement in their quality
of life. But sadly enough, primary school
education is still out of reach for millions
of the world's children, particularly in
developing countries. For instance, he
noted, "In the developing world there is a
sad gap...less than twenty percent of the
kids in developing countries get secondary
education. And a lot of them do not have
access to primary education. In any result,
over one hundred and fourteen million
children in the world last year did not get
basic education."
A UNICEF report titled Progress for
Children, which was released in mid-April
this year, revealed that although more girls
are enrolled in schools worldwide, there is
still a huge gap when comparing those figures with the number of boys in the classroom. The report took an in-depth look at
whether or not some one hundred and
eighty countries fell short or succeeded in
advancing gender parity in schools by this
year — and universal primary education by
the 2015 deadline. It found that for every
one hundred boys out of school there are

T

some one hundred and seventeen million
girls in the same situation.
Because the families of some of these
girls are living in poverty they may never
see inside a classroom. They may either
have to work to support or care for family
members. This was illustrated when
households in the developing countries
were surveyed. Data indicated that children from impoverished households are
more likely to be out of primary school
than those from more affluent families.
"Seventy seven percent of children out of
primary school come from the poorest
sixty percent of households in developing
countries, with much higher levels in Latin
America/Caribbean (84 percent) and
Eastern/Southern Africa (80 percent)," the
report stated.
This disparity is especially glaring
when looking at enrollment figures for
girls in parts of Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia
and the Middle East. The common challenges these regions face include poverty,
disease, and armed conflicts that derail
their efforts to achieve this Millennium
Development goal. If these issues are not
arrested these regions will be plunged into
a vicious cycle. At the launching of the
forty-eight-page report, Carol Bellamy,
now former Executive Director of
UNICEF, disclosed that, "each of these
regions has made progress, but much more
is still needed." Bellamy also stressed that
"education is about more than just learning. A girl out of school is more likely to
fall prey to HIV/AIDS and less able to
raise a healthy family."
And the Executive Director of the
UN Fund for International Partnerships
further recognized that there are benefits to
keeping girls in school, which he sees as a
"multiplying effect." He said, "If a girl is
educated for six years or more years as an
adult her prenatal care and postnatal care
will dramatically and consistently
increase. ... When mothers are educated
they immunize thirty percent of their children." He added that in the long run, families could see gains in their income if girls
in particular are schooled.
The North African country of
Morocco is just one example of a developing country that is becoming more aware
that a child can be a better bread earner if
he or she is educated. A joint report by
issued in April by UNICEF, the government of Morocco and the International

Labor Organization (ILO), indicated
Morocco's child labor problems have been
reduced by "four percent from 1991 to
2001." However, this achievement was not
easy one and maintaining full capacity in
its rural areas is still not realized. The rural
part of the country is more severely stricken by poverty and for some children geographically schools may be out of their
reach.
Furthermore, the devastating impact
of poverty coupled with HIV/AIDS takes
attention away from this UN Millennium
Development goal. The effects that
HIV/AIDS have on a country's education
system are huge. Children may lose parents; they themselves may be too sick to
take in what is being taught. Neither are
teachers immune to the affects of this disease. Leon Fuerth, former National
Security Adviser to Vice President Al
Gore, noted at a recent international youth
symposium that in regions such as Sub
Saharan Africa and Asia "teachers die
faster from HIV/AIDS before they can be
trained."

the world is, and what the future holds,"
Michael said, as he went in search of his
next meal. He was featured in Just Peace,
a documentary released last month by
Sudan's Advocacy Coalition, which spotlighted the impact of the civil war on the
country's children. Unfortunately, years of
civil unrest in Sudan have had a devastating impact on its education system keeping
many children particularly in the north of
the country out of the classroom.
So what can pull children like
Michael back into the classroom? Well,
each country must come up with its own
formula. What is certain is that they should
try to achieve quality education in a stable
healthy environment. In the case of countries, which have high levels of child labor,
families could be encouraged to split their
children's time between work and school.
It should be emphasized that education
should take priority over work.
Additionally, governments can also forge
greater partnerships with non-governmental organizations and aid agencies to
reduce child labor and monitor activities
on farms and other areas of the workforce
Meeting the mark of universal pri- that practices child labor. Countries can
mary education for all becomes even more also take a page out of Morocco's book by
difficult in an unstable political environ- raising the minimum school age in order to
ment. According to the World Bank, "fif- lessen child labor.
teen of the twenty poorest countries in the
Where poverty is an issue, developed
world have had a major conflict in the past countries can increase their increase their
fifteen years." Consequently, the education debt relief and inject more funds into the
system suffers, as countries choose to education budgets of impoverished counwrestle loose from the grip of poverty tries. A UNESCO report titled Missing the
rather than setting aside funds to alleviate Mark: Global Campaign for Education
found that, "In Tanzania, for example, debt
their poverty situation.
relief enabled the government to double its
Such a situation is faced in Sudan, for per capita spending on education, and
instance. A 2003 report by the United introduce a policy of free and compulsory
Nations International Children Education education in 2002, benefiting one point six
Fund (UNICEF) and the Africa million children."
If a multifaceted approach is taken to
Educational Trust indicated that "only two
percent of children in South Sudan com- achieve a healthy educational environment
pleted eight years of primary education." then this will thrust member states steps
However, the volatile environment that closer in meeting their commitment to the
exists in Sudan is not unfamiliar to other world's children. Disease, poverty, and
parts of the world that have been hit hard fear of sexual violence are all roadblocks
by war and other conflicts. And war is not that threaten to sidetrack the efforts of the
unknown to Michael, a former child sol- UN to get more seats filled in primary
dier from north Sudan, who spent four school systems worldwide. If they are not
valuable years of his primary school career removed, can countries definitively say
enlisted in the military. Now, fourteen whether they can meet the other seven
years old and an orphan, his desire to be goals a reality by the 2015 deadline?
educated grows stronger. "I would like to
learn more. If you are educated you have
access to knowledge. You will know how

The Communicator Team!
See your name in print.
Express yourself.
Put your finger on the pulse of BCC.
The Communicator is looking for

Writers, Graphic Designers
and Photographers.
Write about sports, national and international events, campus life,
entertainment, including music, film, plays and art.
Help us design each monthly issue of
The Communicator.
Photograph campus life, as well as throughout the city.
Become part of our growing team.
Join The Communicator today! Colston Hall, Room 605
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WAC SHOWCASE
Overcoming a Fear of Textbooks
By Lymari Benftez, BCC Writing Fellow

W

hen I was in college I
used to look forward to
the beginning of each
semester. It was an opportunity to
start fresh and correct previous mistakes as well as learning new
things. It was also the time to buy
new books. I did enjoy going to the
bookstore and buying textbooks.
However, when I went home I was
scared to open them. They had so
many pages! I used to sit on my
bed, look at the textbook and ask
myself: would I be able to understand what is inside? Do I need to
learn everything? Do I actually
need to read this textbook? If I was
brave enough and opened them, I
was intimidated with the content,
figures, diagrams and tables. I had
an extreme case of fear of textbooks.
To deal with my fear of textbooks I tried some strategies. The
first strategy I tried was avoiding
reading the textbook, and using
only my notes to study for the
exam. I had faith in my ability as a
note taker. However, I have to
I

admit this strategy was not a good
one; I failed the exams and understood that I was expected to read
the textbooks. As my second strategy, I started reading the textbooks.
Nevertheless, I felt overwhelmed
with the amount of reading and new
vocabulary. To deal with my frustration, my third strategy was using
the highlighter to identify important
points or difficult concepts. I
thought I was making progress with
this strategy until I realized I was
highlighting the entire book.
Instead of giving up, I decided
to ask for help to overcome my fear
of textbooks. A professor told me
that the key to understand a textbook is learning to know it and
asked me to follow these steps:
STEP 1: Survey the textbook.
Get familiar with the table of content, index, glossary and appendix.
The table of content shows you a
general organization of the course.
The index is a listing of subjects
and pages upon which they can be
found. When you are studying for
a text you can use the index to eas-

ily look up for words and concepts
since the page number is given.
The glossary consists of a list of
words and its definitions. Look
and study the words in the glossary;
this is the vocabulary you are
expected to learn for the course.
Sometimes, a textbook has an
appendix; these are useful materials
that could help you during the
semester. Look at the title of the
appendices and keep them in mind.
STEP 2: Survey the chapter.
Skim through the chapter assigned
and read the headings and subheadings. Read the summary and/or
conclusions at the end of the chapter, and try to anticipate what the
author is going to say.
STEP 3: Use questions to
guide your reading. Turn headings
into questions to guide your reading
and write them in your notebook or
at the textbook's margin. After finishing reading the sections in each
chapter try to answer the questions.
STEP 4: Read the chapter.
Read with smoothness and alertness. Highlight or underline points

that you consider important and
will help you answer the questions.
DO NOT HIGHLIGHT ENTIRE
SECTIONS OF THE CHAPTER!!!
STEP 5: Interact with the textbook the way you would interact
with a person. Write notes, in your
own words, at the margins of your
textbook or in your notebook. Do
not be afraid to write vocabulary
words, personal reactions, condensation of ideas, and disagreements
with the author. Try to have a conversation with your textbook.
After putting in practice these
five steps, it was easier to understand the content, figures, tables,
and diagrams in my textbooks. My
fear of textbooks disappeared, and I
started to get better grades. Now, I
am not only enjoying buying
books, but also going home and
interacting with them.
Information adapted from:
Using Your Textbook, Getting to
Know Your Textbook and 3R s for
Academic Survival.
Academic
Skill Center, Dartmouth College
2001.

A Time of Reflection: Some Media Coverage Never Leaves
Bv Mnrvam Abdul-Aleem
t happens to almost everyone! You see
some event on television, that well after
the media coverage has died down, you
find yourself pondering over the story for
better clarity and understanding. The story
can be either good or bad. Like an article I
saw one day in the Daily News about a
female dog that found and rescued a baby
with its umbilical cord still attached. The
stray dog placed the baby with her litter of
pups until help arrived. The story stayed
with me a couple of days, as I pondered the
mystery of life. On the other hand, the
media coverage can be that of violence,
tragedy and sadness.
I saw a story of a Native American
boy named Jeffery Weise, who I thought
was thirteen years old at the time, who
killed and then shot himself in a school
shooting. The day reminded many of April
20, 1999, the day Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold performed the same thing at
Columbine High School. Jeffery nicknamed
himself the Angel of Death, and was
thought to be a fan of Adolph Hitler. This
was the same as with the two boys Eric and
Dylan at Columbine. Jeffery was reported
to have dressed in dark colors and was a
loner.
On the Red Lake reservation in
Minnesota, Jeffrey was 17 and a junior in
high school when he killed ten people with
his grandfather's gun. His grandfather was
a member of the Red Lake Police
Department. Jeffery shot and killed his
grandfather, his grandfather's girlfriend, a
security guard, and he wounded 14 others at
Red Lake High School in mid-March 2005.
"There is not a soul that will go untouched
by the tragic loss that we've experience
here", said the Tribal Chairman, Floyd
Buck Jourdain Jr. This is without a doubt
the darkest day in the history of our groups'
tribe" (wcco.com).
The picture of Jeffrey along with the
news coverage for the Red Lake High
School shooting was not a depiction of him
with a black trench coat; instead, the picture
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used was taken when he was nine years old.
The chubby little boy whose checks look
ready to burst with giggles stayed with me.
It was one of those moments where one is
stuck, and bent on trying to understand why
such a thing would happen. Jeff turned the
gun on himself and took his life after devastating a whole community of students, faculty, friends and family members who lost
their loved ones on that sad day. Jeffs
mother is reported to be living in a mental
facility. Jeffery's father had committed suicide years earlier.
It did not help that I was studying
about the history of Native Americans,
when this event happened. I thought about
the culture, strength and spirituality that
Native Americans come from. I thought
about their respect for the earth, animals,
women and the elderly.
I remembered one day as a pre-teenwalking with some friends, when I saw a
Native American man dressed in traditional
clothing with a young boy. My friends and I
proceeded to laugh at the man as they
walked by us on the sidewalk. All of a sudden the man, who was laughing in his own
conversation, turned around very slowly,
dropped his smile and stared at us.
Although my crew ran because the man's
stance frightened us all, for some reason I
did not. It was not an intimidating glance
that I was absorbed in, but one of those
looks a mother gives to her child that says
words but lips never part. His glance said to
me, "Now, you know that wasn't right; stay
with this moment, and think." With that he
turned around, picked up his laughable
mood with the young boy and walked off,
never looking back.
This was one of my first classes, on
the "block," of race relations 101 and
respect for other cultures. This Native
American man left an imprint on me that I
still hold dear. I wondered about Jeff's
imprints from his life experiences of being a
Native American living on a reservation in
society where a lot of times tradition and

culture become lost or assimilated in mainstream American society.
Listening to WBAI on the radio one
day, a view on Jeffrey Weise was voiced
like a sociology class. It was the "study of
human life as group life." This show put a
whole new perspective on Jeffery's sad ending and all other students who died. The
radio show host spoke of Jeffery, not as an
isolated event; however, she spoke of a serious problem on Native American reservations — not just in the instance of taking
someone's life carelessly, but of a societal
problem expressed in deep depression within the younger generation of Native
Americans living on reservations.
It was said that the younger generation's options of participation within society is narrowly eating away at their self
worth. That a Native American sees the outside world and then sees "their world," fostering a sense of depression and hopelessness on a constant level.
In the article "The Reservation of our
Minds" on the web site — Native Discovery
Inc., there is the comment that the move to
reservations in the Native Americans'
ancestry "carried a paralyzing mental shift
that became a plague worse than smallpox. .. so many Native American communities have been conditioned to accept
poverty, crime, unemployment, alcoholism
and limited thinking as a way of life."
Jeffery Weise's Native American
ancestry lay in the Ojibwe Tribes, who refer
to themselves as the "original people."
"The Ojibwe tribe was one of the most powerful Great Lake tribes...the true size of
their population is not seen because they
have so many names, like Ojibwe,
Chippewa, Bungee, Mississauga...[known
to be] spread out among Canada and the
United States" (Jane Johnson Schoolcraft:
Ojibwe Tribe). This source also says that in
the 19th century the traditional ways of educating the people went through a transition
in "schooling mandated by the government.
Ojibwe oral tradition is important in

recounting the origin of the Tribe as well as
its moral and ethical values."
"Nearly 39 percent of the families on
Red Lake reservation live below the poverty line. ... According to the State
Department of Education, the school scored
second-lowest out of all Minnesota schools
last year for llth-grade math and thirdlowest
for
lOth-grade
reading"
(4wcco.com, Red Lake, Minn. AP). In The
Christian Science Monitor (online), a
March 23, 2005 article stated that "according to a Harvard University, study 1 out of 6
American Indian youths has attempted suicide, and they are 60 percent more likely to
report fights at school in the past year." The
article also stated that "a state-by-statestudy of graduation rates by the Manhattan
Institute for policy research found that 46
percent of American Indian students graduated from high school, compared with 86
percent of White students."
This article is neither to condone nor
rationalize the pain Jeff caused to so many
families, nor to condone killing one self's as
a way out. I just found Jeffrey's environment and background painfully familiar,
compared to a lot of youths today. I know a
lot of people complain that it's just the
change of times, yet I see it as a crime
against humanity that a lot of times media
coverage comes and goes, yet very few people "speak up for the criminals."
It no longer is simply about an isolated story of a Native American young boy
and the Red Lake High School shooting.
There is a generational societal problem
that crosses beyond the lines of race, culture, and environment. Until people stop
pointing the finger at the younger generations and look at things as a whole, and continue to look at the ghettos, reservations,
and suburbs with no inkling of hope, or
some understanding, then — sadly ~ the
future generations will just regenerate with
the same violence, depression, and hopelessness that many are adapted to living in
today.
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Adjuncting in the Writing Center
———^^^—^^—— By Martin Pollack ———^—
nder the capable direction
of Professor Phyllis Read I
began working in The
Writing Center as a tutor approximately six years ago. At the time
there was little space in Colston
Hall, few trained tutors, and if
memory serves me correctly limited funds was also a problem.
Tutees would sometimes have to
wait long periods of time to be
served, and there was simply no
space for much needed material.
Under Professor Read's guidance, having a rather inquisitive
nature, and by asking questions of
other tutors and professors, I set out
to learn as much as possible about
the workings of a writing center. I
sought out materials that we did not
have at the time. I learned about
sign-in sheets, how to properly fill
out a comments sheet following a
tutoring session, and most important, I began to get a feel for the student population and their needs,
and I began to get ideas on how to
improve the way the writing center
serviced students. For the first six
months or so I felt inadequate asking myself how I would ever be as
competent as tutors like Miquel
Gil. The question resolved itself
when after awhile tutees would
return asking for me, and I began to
feel more confident knowing that I
had helped them in some small
way.

U

As time passed, with larger
quarters, under the astute leadership of Jan Robertson, things got
better. With vision and drive, Jan,
slowly but surely got the ball
rolling putting her vision into
motion.
Writing center hours
increased, new tutors were hired
and long overdue materials were
brought in. With constant publicity
students drifted in at first slowly,
then in droves, their numbers eventually tripling. With a new computer room, classes as well as workshops could now be held in the new
writing center.
Adjunct hours were increased.
They began to function in a teaching capacity helping students pass
the CPE and the ACT with workshops on topics such as brainstorming, the introductory paragraph,
comparing and contrasting, citing,
note taking and paragraph development. The center eventually found
itself with 300 twenty-hour candidates, multiple failures clamoring
to be tutored, feeling they were getting the best help possible by their
own professors who were also
adjunct tutors there. With an
expanded center, the need also presented itself whereby newly hired
tutors would seek advice from writing center adjuncts that were by this
time veterans.
After obtaining my graduate
degree, given the opportunity to

teach, I stressed the fact that my
students could avail themselves of
my services not only in the classroom, .but in the writing center as
well. Some of them did in fact take
advantage of that opportunity. As I
am certain other adjuncts do, I
began to see myself as a bridge
between the writing center and the
classroom, sort of like a twopronged approach to help students.
Non-traditional students enter
and leave classrooms at Bronx
Community College on a daily
basis. Foreign-born students come
from the far corners of the world.
Older students find their way to the
school. Single parent students with
children in tow can be seen
throughout the campus. Students
who have been told over and over
again that they are wasting their
time with college and that they
won't amount to anything come
anyway to try to beat the odds.
Socially and economically disadvantaged students are drawn to
Bronx Community like flies to
honey. Students come with dreams
held together on a shoestring.
In the writing center as well as
in the classroom I see the everyday
effects of background on schooling.
Students
come
to
Bronx
Community with hand-me-down
clothes, they don't have carfare or
lunch money, and they are failing.
The connections between neighbor-

hood and school are evident.
Students come to college with limited exposure to certain types of
reading and writing and with conceptions and beliefs that are dissonant with those in the lower-division curriculum they encounter.
And that curriculum isn't doing all
it can to address students' weaknesses or nurture their strengths.
They need practice writing academic essays; they need opportunities
to talk about their writing—and
their reading; they need caring,
trained professionals who can
quickly determine what necessary
background knowledge they lack
and supply it in comprehensible
ways. In short, they need the writing center at Bronx Community.
I first came to the writing center to try to fulfill a lifelong desire.
As an adjunct, I view it as a place
where one can make a difference,
where one can leave a legacy,
where one can walk into a room
and leave it better than when he or
she found it. I love doing what I do,
helping students, and I can't think
of any place I would rather be than
the writing center. To paraphrase
Emma Lazarus' give me your poor,
your tired, and your hungry, I firmly believe that through reading,
writing, and education in general
practiced in The Writing Center, we
can help to change lives, to keep
dreams afloat.

Get the educati
you need

make

ATTENTION ALL BCC STUDENTS!

»ople's lives.
Small Class Sizes • Personal Attention » Affordable Tuition
Financial Aid Opportunities For Those Who Qualify
Programs, including all prerequisites, offered at our three locations
BAY SHORE, LONG ISLAND CAMPUS
DPT Physical Therapy
Post-Professional DPT Physical Therapy
BS Physician Assistant*
BS/MS Occupational Therapy
MS Forensic Examination
Joint MS/MD Program with Technion University
BS Forensic Science
BS Healthcare Administration
MS Public Health
MS Rehabilitation Neuropsychology

MANHATTAN CAMPUS
DPT Physical Therapy
AAS Physical Therapist Assistant
BS Physician Assistant
BS/MS Occupational Therapy
AAS Occupational Therapy Assistant
BPS/MS Oriental Medicine

BROOKLYN CAMPUS
MS Speech/Language Pathology

•Satellite Campus at Winthrop University Hospital, Mineola

The Career Development Office offers
students an array of services targeted
to assist you with all of your career
development needs!

• Interviewing techniques, including mock interviews
• Job search techniques
• Help with choosing a career, including career and personality
assessments
• Choices Planner
• E-Recruiting
• Career Development Workshops
• On-Campus Recruitment Program
• Internship and job listings
• Job Search Correspondence writing, including resume, cover
letter, and references

SEPTEMBER OPEN HOUSES
Tues., Sept 20"', Spin-Spin, Manhattan Campus
Thiifs., Sept 22'"', Spin-Spin, Boy Shore, Long Island Campus

call toll free

866-TOURO4U
touro.edu/shs
Touro College is mn equal opportunity Institution.

COLLEGE
School of Health Sciences

AND MUCH MORE!!
For more information, please come to the
Career Development Office, in Loew Hall room 319/328
or call (718) 289*5908/5912 to schedule an appointment with a
career services professional today!
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You Can't Bury the Truth:
The Untold Story of Emmett Louis Till
By Damon Evans
hances are, you will not
find the name Emmett Till
in the sixth edition of
History 10's The Modern World: A
History. Nor will you find him mentioned in the pile of expensive textbooks that are required reading for our
History 20's The American Nation:
The Political and Social Development
of a People. In fact, the name Emmett
Louis Till has little or no meaning
whatsoever for the average American
college student. However, thanks to
the recent documentary film by Keith
Beauchamp, The Untold Story of
Emmett Louis Till, that is about to
change.

C

matured to a stage where we can
acknowledge our culpability in festering the cesspools of hatred and racism
that even today continues to spill over
into our society.
One thing is for sure, if young
filmmaker Kenneth Andre Beauchamp
has his way, and it seems like he will,
the name and legacy of Emmett Louis
Till could become as recognizable as
Martin Luther King Jr., Rosa Parks,
and Medger Evers. Mr. Beauchamp
first came to my attention about two
years ago when he gave an interview
with The Amsterdam News. I found his
personal endorsement of an unreleased
documentary on Emmett Till an odd
occurrence, since it came upon the
heels of a PBS documentary that was
eagerly awaited by the public. The latter was produced and directed by
Stanley Nelson, a winner of a
MacArthur Award. In print, Mr.
Beauchamp came across as one possessed with a confidence that was riding on a wave of youthful arrogance
that I found intriguing. I wanted to
know more!

era and speaks in a steady tone that
belies the heartbreak and totrture that
have been her constant companions all
through the years. Her straightforward
and earnest delivery sets the tone and
manner by which others follow. One
by one, Beauchamp allows each of his
cast of characters to freely give expression to their interpretation of how they
experienced this repugnant event.
Thus, a sense of intimacy is immediately established with the telling of
each person's story. Simply, carefully,
and with artful manipulation and skill,
we are swept into this enfolding drama
that ultimately delivers an emotional
and psychological wallop so strong
that we are prone to grievously question our previous ignorance.

Beauchamp charismatically assumes
center stage, commanding the crowd's
attention as he conducts a 'Q and A'
session. He possesses a determined
tenacity, coupled with a natural grace,
a blazing intelligence, and Southern
charm so thick that you sense he could
seduce the most unbending adversary.
Yes, there is a lack of familiarity
and knowledge of events that have
helped shape our country. But that is
not an exclusive phenomenon of the
students here at Bronx Community
College. Diane Ravitch, in a recent
editorial that appeared in The Sun
newspaper, stated "On almost any historical topic, selected at random,
American students are likely to know
little about its meaning and content."
Still, at a college that has a student
body composed overwhelmingly of
men and women of color, why is it
assumed that the history pertaining to
the Latino, African-American, and
Caribbean experience are already
known? On a campus where multiculturalism has had such an influence
on the entire academic community,
why isn't the history and awareness of
immigration a more vital part of the
core curriculum, going back as far as
the 19"1 century to the present?
Finally, in a city so rich with cultural
and educational rescources why don't
certain academic departments require
participation and attendance at certain
events (some free), that could assist in
their insight to what they are learning?

Emmett Till was a 14-year-old
boy who was kidnapped and sadisticalSimeon Wright, a cousin who was
ly murdered in Money, Mississippi, in
only
12 years old and shared a bed
August 1955. A native of Chicago, he
with
Emmett
the night that he was
had left his home for a brief summer's
snatched from their slumber recalls, "I
vacation in Mississippi with relatives,
figured that they had just taken him
when upon his arrival he committed
away and roughed him up a bit. I
the unpardonable sin of whistling at a
knew that when he hadn't returned by
white woman. Years ago that invited
sun up that he was dead." The ubiquiand practically begged for a deadly
tous Reverend Al Sharpton appears
throughout the film, acting as a modconsequence. Three days later in the
ern day commenator of events and givdead of night two white men, Roy
ing them a backThe opportunity
Bryant and J. W. Milam, snatched
ground
and releEmmett from his bed and tortured him to know 'more' prevance
that
adds to
to the point that when his body was sented itself at a recent
our current comfinally fished from the Tallahatchie screening of his film,
prehension. Rev.
River, he was unrecognizable. After The Untold Story of
Sharpton's pressearching under bridges and in the Emmett Louis Till,
ence,
also,
swamp land areas, he was found with a which has been greeted
painfully reminds
Once upon a time during the
seventy-five pound wind fan from a with SOLD
OUT
us of how little 1950's, there was a country that called
local cotton mill wrapped around crowds and kudos
things
have itself the United States of America.
changed with the You could buy a double-dipped ice
around his neck with barbed wire. His from all the major critcomparisons of the cream cone for fifty cents, and admispersonage, already bloated from hav- ics. Keith Beuachamp
murders
of the late sion to a movie theater was just a doling been in the water for a period of is only 34 years old,
Matthew
Shepherd lar. Everyone dreamt of living in a littime, showed signs of extreme brutali- and hails from the state
of
Laramie, tle white house with a white picket
ty. His tongue had been ripped from of Louisianna. The
MAMlif THi MO-8LEY
Wyoming,
and fence, and perhaps an automobile. If
his mouth and cut. An eye in one sock- filmmaker first became
Jeffrey Byrd of you were lucky you also had a black
et was left dangling, and the other eye aware of Emmett Till when at 10 years Jasper, Texas, just to name a few.
and white TV. For all that, there was
had been gouged out so completely of age he discovered an old Jet maga- These are only a couple of reminders yet another picture of our America that
that it was absent of any optic tissue. zine from 1955 that contained the story of the senseless sacrifices of innocent through accustomed and traditional
His genitals had been entirely hacked and pictures of this infamous murder lives that have resulted from the burn- practice went unchallenged for far too
from his body. A sledge hammer had that rocked a nation. He first began ing hatred of others.
long. This resulted in the formation of
split his head in two. And, as if that work on this project 10 years ago after
a true brotherhood of men and women
But, the point where the film is who fought for social change and
weren't enough, there was a bullet hole an incident in which he was beatened
most
compelling is when the gruesome injustice. Blacks, Jews, Gentiles,
in his head so large that you could see by policemen for dancing with a white
photos
of the monstrous and mutilated Catholics,
Protestants,
Asian,
daylight on the other side.
girl in his native state. During his years
face of Emmett Till dominates the Hispanics, you name it, everyone
of investigative research he met and screen as he laid in his open casket. In
The killers were tried and acquit- formed a lasting relationship with an instant, we are transported to a more joined hands to pledge the oath that
"we" would overcome some day. And
ted of murder and kidnapping charges Emmett's mother, Mrs. Mamie Till- inclusive and familiar portrait of holoit was a time when an education meant
before an all-white, all-male jury in a Mobley, promising her before her causts that Americans know as lynch- everything to people of color, especialtrial that was best described as being a death in 2003 to have the case ings. With each frame of vintage news ly for those who didn't share the same
"comedy" of justice. In 1956, at a pay- reopened. With the film's overwhelm- clippings and film footage that covered opporutnites that we so many of us
ment of $4,000 each, Bryant and ing success and media attention, he has the funeral, the audience can only take for granted. Oh, how could we
Mylam confessed their crime to a managed to has find himself transport- imagine the tremendous courage ever possibly forget from whence
all
come?
reporter, William Bradford Huie from ed from the world of cinema to the demonstrated by Emmett's mother we've
when
she
ordered
the
funeral
direcor,
Look magazine, who printed the story tony halls of state office buildings
Mr. Rainer, to "Leave the casket open.
under the title "The Shocking Story of where he has argued, and finally won I want America to see what they did to It's my obligation to tell this story, as
a young individual in this country, as
Approved Killing in Mississippi." support, to have the Emmett Till case my son!"
a young person from my generation.
Fifty years later on August 28m the reopened. In addition, his discovery of
It's important that we never forget
Former congressman Charles those that pave the way for us to exist
quest for justice and closure for new evidence in this case has caused a
domino
affect
in
the
reopening
of
other
Diggs
(D-MICH) called the photos in a free society."—
Keith
Emmett Till's murder continues.
"probably
one of the greatest media Beauchamp.
unresolved cases, most notablby the
Does it all sound too horrible to three civil rights workers James products in the last 40 or 50 years that
stimulated a lot of anger on the part of
believe? Perhaps that is why so many Chaney, Michael Schwerner and Blacks all over the country." Therafter,
Americans chose to forget Emmett Till Andrew Goodman.
the audience braces itself for an emoand the stain his murder left upon this
tional ride that is accompanied by a
The film begins quietly with a stench of inescapable realism so strong
country's image. Perhaps there were
some who felt that this was just anoth- single framed shot of Emmett's mother that several audience members gasped
er ugly chapter in our nation's history seated with a baby photo of him at her in horror and emitted audible sobs of
that could be swept under the rug and side. Fulfilling her mission and pur- pain and sorrow that echoed throughleft forgotten.
Or maybe we pose in seeking justice for her son's out the entire theater. As the film's
Americans, like the Germans, have death, she looks directly into the cam- closing credits slowly appear,
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BCC Extra-Curricular Activities

FALL 2OO5
Monday, August 29th through
Thursday, September 15th
New Student Orientation Scavenger Hunt
and Getting to Know Your Campus
Prizes will include:
Mp3 players, Radios, DVD's, T-shirts,
CD's and many more
For more information stop by our office
RBSC 1O2 or call (718)289-5195.
Sponsored by: Student Government Association,
Student Activities, and Inter Organizational Council
Wednesday, September 7th
Welcome Back Evening Student Social
Eat, mix, and mingle while meeting both new and
r&tuming students. The thump-thumps created by the
live band will feature the best hip-hop, funk, gospel,
R&B, jazz, and blues music. Should not be missed!
Meister Hall (Front) 4:OOpm-7:OOpm
Sponsored by: SGA,
Student Activities, and I.O.C.
Tuesday, September -13th
Welcome Back Evening Student Social
Dont know many people on campus because you
are not here during the day? Th& evening social is
a solution. (Set to know #te faces you pass each
day. Partake in good food and conversation as
you tap your feet to the beat of tfie music.
Colston Patio 4:OOpm-7:OOpm
Sponsored by: SGA,
Student Activities, and I.O.C.
Thursday, September 15th
Freshman Student Orientation Mixer and Carnival
All freshmen are invited to enjoy a delicious, hot off
Vie grill barbecue. Music, food and giveaways are the
themes for the day. All day carnival games forallNorth Quad 12:OOpm— 2:OOpm
Sponsored by: SGA,
Student Activities, and I.O.C.
Thursday, September 22nd
Student Government Association
Installation Ceremony
This exceptional installation ceremony for the Student
Government Association allows the college community
to come together and give credence to the gi&at
responsibility of our student government leaders, it also
collectively reaffirms the college community commitment
to the student population at Bronx Community Coiege.
Colston Hall LL
6:OOpm~1Q:OOpm
By invitation only
Wednesday, September 28th
•.•***,
Student Leadership Seminar
*\
*.
What are my stmngths? Am I a leader?
Can I be successful in college? How do I
make decisions? Fall Leadership Series
Roscoe Brown Student Center Room 207
12: OOpm—2: OO pm
Sponsored by Student Activities

Thursday, September 29th
Freshman Convocation
Theme: The Essence of Success "Successful is th&
person who has lived well, laughed often and loved much,
who has gained the respect of children, who leaves the
world better than they found it, who has never lacked
appreciation for the earth's beauty, who never fe//s to look
for the best in others or give the best of themselves."
Freshman Convocation is a wonderful tradition at BCC.
It is the official welcoming ceremony for freshmen to the
college by the President, Faculty and Administrators.
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium
12:OOpm-2:OOpm
Sponsored by: SGA,
Student Activities, and I.O.C.
Friday, September 3Oth
Family and Friends Movie Night Out
Enjoy not one but two movies with a friend or
the entire family on the Lawn. FREE! Bring a
blanket and we witt provide the refreshments!
North Quad, 7:OOpm—11:OOpm
Sponsored by: SGA,
Student Activities, and I.O.C.
Thursday, October 2Oth
Club Fest
There are over 3O dubs and organizations with a variety
of interests on campus. Come out to meet representatives
from many of these groups and explore intenests you
want to pursue. There wttt be music, food, games etc.
Get involved! Join a club! Open to all students.
RBSC, Patio, and Quad
1Qam-3pm
Friday, October 28th
Latin Party
Come and dance to the hottest
Latin music. Salsa, Merengue
and mor&f!!
RBSC, Cafeteria, 9:OOpm-1 :OOarn
Sponsored by: Student Government Association
Monday, October 31st through
Friday, November 4th
International Education Week
"Tolerance for Religious and Cultural Diversity" A week
rich wifri music, food and dialogue on international issues
Schedule to be announced
Friday, November 11th
Comedy Show
Comedy is truly the international language. A hilarious
joke or laugh makes you feel good. Join us and hear
some of the funniest comedians on the scene,
Roscoe Brow Student Center 2O7/208
6: OQpm-9:00prn
Sponsored by New York Comedy Club
Friday, December 2nd
Poet's Lounge
This event promises to be one of the college's most
exciting nights in one of tf?e hottest spaces, #>e
Poet's Lounge. This is the official Poetry Spot in the
Bronx. Be there or read about it later!f! Live Band.
Admission: Good Behavior, Refreshments will be served
Roscoe Brown Student Center 2O7/208
6: OOpm-9 :OOpm
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